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PAUL BOWLES,
AN INTRODUCTION
Paul Bowles
Born: December 30, 1910 in New York City

When I begin to recount an mCidcnt, PlY first intention ts to give a bare report of the
pnncipat· Ct1cnts and nothm& mort and cvcntua(ly aUo~.~c cxtenswns of that material.
It must become mcreasmfly ob~;wus to the listener that I am uithholding in/ormation,
thts can hardly be ar endearl'16 charactenstic to observe m a fnend. (Paul Bowles)
Paul Bowles has enjoyed a career that is difficult to categorize. He wrote surrealist
, poetry in the 1920s and 'Yas highly regarded as a composer of theater music in
the thirties. In the 1940s he was a music reviewer, journ:;tlist and trarislat9r, and
. wrote short stories. During the 1950s, Bowles was viewed as one of America's
predominant existential novelists, and in the next two decades he worked with his
Moroccan friends to create, in his English t'fanslations, a Moghrebi literature of
novels, short stories, and folk tales. Bowles' four novels reflect a multiplicity of
interests with The Sheltering Sky (1949), his n'lo~t famous novel, being conceived
with a m~1sical structure. Although he has enjoyed critical acclaim, it has been from
mostly a small, but devoted, graup of followers who have appreciate,d the author's
exquisite depiction o(sensation<J,l materials in his own cool, detached manner.
The detachment can'le early to Paul Bowles, born in New York City, the only
child of a dentist and a mother who had been a schoolteacher. Bowles' father
resented the birth of his son and, according to family lore, attempted to kill.Paul
soon after he was born. Regardless of the accuracy of this legend, Cla~de Bowles
was hypercritical of his son and Paul retreated into a world of his own. Paul started
at the age of four to write short stories and in grade school composed music.
An ~rly work, "An Opera in .Nine Chapters," fused both literary and musical
interests. By the age of ;;ixteen, Bowles was attempting surrealist poetry, writing
without conscious control. In 1928, ~owles' poem "Spire Song" was published
in transition, an English language literary magazine published in France and the
budding artist used this to leverage entree to intellectual circles and little magazines.
After graduation from high school in January 1928, Bowles studied briefly
at the School of Design and Liberal Arts (in New York) before he enrolled,

t.hat September, at the University of Vir'ginia. Duri~g
his first term at the university he was proficient, if
uninspired, and in March 1929 he ran away to Paris
without his parents' knowledge or permission.
When he returned, penniless in Sept.e mber he took
a job in Dutton's bookshop, and began writing a
novel titled "Without Stopping"-although the novel
was never finished, the title was used years later for
Bowles' autobiography. This work was influenced
by Joyce's Finnegan's Wake and was, according to tile
author, "the application of automatic writing
to the general subject of my trip to Europe, scenes
put together, but not in a very coherent fashion,
I'm afraid."
In the spring of 1.930 Bowles returned to cqllege
for one final semester at the University of Virginia.
By then Bowles haq' met composer Aaron Copland ,
and was studying privately with him, in New York
and Berlin (1930-1932). Later he studied with Virgil
Thomson in Paris (1933-1934 ). B~th became
lifelong friends of Bowles. Paul Bo;,les returned
to Paris in 1931 and met Gertrude Stein who
sponsored him at her salon, and criticized the
surrealist poetry he continued to write. Music
increasingly occupied Bowles ~ho enjoyed some
acclaim composing modernist piece~, mainly for
piano. He found his n'iche, though, with "incidental
music" for theater productions such as South Pacifi/
(1943), The Glass Menagerie (1945), and Sweet Bird
of Youth (1956) and music for Yankee Clipper (1937).
During the thirties, the WPA employed Bowles
. for various musio-related projects including one
with Orson Wells (Horse Eats Hay) and the Federal
Theater Project. For his music he received a
Guggenheim Fellowship in 1941 and a Rockefeller
grant in 1959. Between 1942 and 1946 Bowles was
music critic for the New York Herald Tribune.
At the age of thirty-seven, Bowles began writing
short stories, inspired by his wife, Jane Auer, who he
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had met in 193 7 and married in 1938. Although
music continued to occupy his creative energies,
B?wies soon turned to writing as a way to express
himself. "Little by little," he wrote, "the desire came
to me to invent my own myths, adopting the point
of view of the primitive mind." First he wrote animal
legends "and then tales of animals disguised as
'basic human' beings." Bowles always considered
Jane Bowles his ideal audience. In 1944, the same
year he composed the score for Tennessee Williams'
Glass Menagerie, Bowles wrote "The Scorpion.':
The following year he wrote "By the Water" and
''A Distant Episode" in New York. In 194 7, after
securing a book advance, the composer/writer-left
for Morocco. On board ship he wrote "Pages From
Cold Point" and, after landing in.Tangier, bought a
house in the city's Casbah. Once settled in Tangier,
Bowles completed his first novel, The Sheltering Sky,
which was published in 1949. Since then Bowles
has published three other novels, collections of his
stories, travelbooks, and translations from the
Moghrebi Arabic, Spanish, and French (Bowles
introduced No Exit for the adapted title of Sartre's
Huis Clos).
An expatriate alienated from the United States,
Bowles has lived overseas primarily, returning
to the States only occasionally and then only for
work-related ventures. In 1968, he taught existentialist literature at San Fernando Valley State College.
Bowles' life has followed a nomadic course through
Mexico, France, India, and northern Africa with
Tangier becoming his long-term home and Africa
an inspiration for his music, poetry, and fiction.
The themes of his work and its critical acclaim
resulted in poets of the so-called "Beat Generation"
to revere Bo'wles. Many of them, including William
Burroughs, Allen Ginsberg, and Gregory Corso,
made pilgrimages to Tangier to meet and use drugs
such as majoun, hashish, and kef with him. Other
writers who met and befriended Bowles fn Tangier
I
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were Truman Capote and Gore Vidal. After 1957,
when Ja.ne Bowles suffered a crippling stroke, Bowles
focused a great deal of attention on collecting and
translating Moroccan folk tales and literature.
After Jane's d~ath in 1973, he resumed writing
fiction and composing music.
Through revolution in Morocco, in which the French
were expelled, .and changes in literary taste, that left
his .w ritings out of print by the late 1960s, Paul
Bowles has continued to live in Tangier, .Morocco.
Now well into his eighties, he continues to value his
private life but still welcomes the occasional pilgrim
who might visit him in Tangier. His works have
found new readers as, recently, small pr.esses, such
as Black Sparrow and Ecco, have reissued his novels
and stories. Critical works and biographical studies
of Paul and Jane Bowles have also been published, as
scholars evaluate a body of work that intersects many
significant "movements" in the history of twentieth
century American cultural history: eyurrealism,
modernist music, existentialism, the expatriate
experience, the Beats, among othe~s.
1\J 1, · Many of the works that follow are detailed in Jeffery
Miller's Paul Bowles: A Descriptive Bibliography (1986).
References to the. bibliographical entries found in Miller
are provided.

GENERAL, B~OGRAPHICAL,
CRI1ICAL WORKS ON
PAUL BOWLES
'
L1wn:nce D. jtt:\1 trt. Pa1t! f;,,t,•le, Thl Iilwnmatwrt of North A.t,zca.
Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern lllin~is University Press, 1974.
First edition, with dust jacket. 2,112 copies were published 19 August 1974.

[Miller: B74]
Stewart describes Bowles as one of the few writers who has gone beyond the
usual "novels of diversion" (in which North Africa is presented as an exotic,
mysterious land). Bowles' literary career is traced along with the development
of his thought from his first published poetry at age sixteen to his latest stories.
Stewart structures his study around the illumin~tion motif, because light is
North Africa's most compelling feature, and it has ,profoundly influenced
Bowles' work. The study includes extensive quotations from taped conversations
and interviews with Paul Bowles as well as quotes from hitherto unpublished
letters and notebooks.

Johannes Willem Bertens, The Fictwn of Paul Bowles: The Soul is the
Weariest Part of tht: Bach. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1979.

First edition.
Bertens is concerned with Bowles as a creative writer but he does refer to other
'works when they shed light on the fiction. The fiction is the central core of the
study with Bertens hoping that the novelist will not reiterate a complaint he has
made in the past: "I've often had the impression [the critics] were more interested in my motive for writing a given work than they were in the work itselC'

Paul Bowks in Morocco [videorecording]; produced and ~irected by Gary
Conklin. New York: Mystic Fire Video, 1986.
1 videocassette (57 min.); sound, color; 1/2 inch.

Christopher Sawyer-Laucanno, An Jm,isiblc
\p,, tator. A Bwgraphy of Paul Bowle.' New York:
Weidenfeld and .Nicolson, 1989.
First edition, with dust jacket. Two copies in the
Cana4ay Center.
Sawyer-Laucanno offers the first full-scale biography
of Paul Bowles and spent four years researching
Bowles' life, interviewing Bowles and many of his
intimates. "The result is the first comprehensive
portrait of one of the century's most important
yet enigmatic men of letters."

Michelle Green, The Dream at the End of the
World: Puul Bowl,-., and the Literary Renegades
m Timgi'<r. New York: Harper-Collins, 1991.
First edition, with dust jacket.
Green presents a detailed portrait of one of the most
extraordinary groups of individuals ever to have
congregated in a single location. Writers and
heiresses, drug addicts and pederasts,. artists
and con men-all were lured by a raffish city that
promised a full range
of unconventional
pleasures. At the
center of the
'
community
were
Paul and Jane
Bowles. Among
those discussed
in Green's book
are William
Burroughs,
Truman Capote,
Allen Ginsberg,
Libby Holman,
and Barbara
Hutton.

The videocassette release of the 1970 documentary reveals the personality
of composer, writer Paul Bowles, American expatriate living in Morocco.
Bowles appears in the video providing recollections and reads from his works.
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Gena Dagel Cap(1ni, Pm, Bodt:s

Ro'IW'llt<

SaH<ge. Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern
Illinois Univetsity Press, 1994.
First edition.
For Caponi, Bowles was not a biographical subject,
but "an artist whose life and work captured the
emotional and intellectual sensibility of a group
of Americans living during the middle years of the
twentieth century." She found his writing "beautiful
and compelling and won,dered what kind of person
could write with such clarity about confused human
relations and with such detachment about wholly
violent and gruesome behavior." And, even more,
she questioned what kind of culture could produce
such an artist- "one who was content only.in exile,
writing about the impossibility of human communi·
cation, communion, and love." In her book, Caponi
presents Bowles as a. romantic savage, "a man
-with·out civilization.'r

Mirrors on the Maghrib: Critical
Reflections on Paul and Jane Bowles and
Otht:r American Writers in Morocco.
Edited by R. Kevin Lacey and Francis Poole. Delmar,
New York: Caravan Books, ·1996.

Millicent Dlilon, rou. ClTC lvot I A Ponrait
of Paul Bowles. Berkeley: l)niversity of California
Press, 1998.
First edition.
Dillon met Pa'ul Bowles as she researched and wrote
her biography of Jane Bowles, A Little Original Sin
(published in 1979). She found him to have "the
remarkable capacity to be forcefully present in his
own right and yet to be almost transparent to my
gaze at the same time." Once she began working on
You are Not I, Bowles "became a master of opacity"
although he expressed eagerness about the project.
Dillon relates that the resulting portrait of Bowles
resorts to indirection "in order to render the
fluidity of his being and his presence as well as
the atmosphere that he himself is constantly in the
process of creating." Writing a piography of Paul
Bowles is more akin to trying to know precisely
about a character in a work of fiction. What she
produces is a "biography turned inside out."
I

... the mim who wrote the books didn't exist.
No wnter ex'sts. He exists in his books and
that's all. (Paul Bo\\-les)
#

First edition.
In this collection, various scholars discuss how,
to one d~gree or another, Paul and Jane Bowles and
•
other expatriate writers were concerned with a sense
of place, the notion of otherness, and apprehending
the Other. The articles in this volume explore
various aspects of these concerns, with special
regard for the concrete Moroccan' dimension
and the centrality of the Bowleses and the Beats
to the whole topic of place.
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BOl)KS AND PAMPIILETS BY Al\D BOOKS. AND
PAMPHLETS TRANSLATED BY PAUL BOWLES;
BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS WITH
Cl)NTRIBCTIOJ\JS BY PAL'L BO\VLES

magazine edited in New York by Charles-Henri Ford,
and another Paris-based magazine, This Quarter.
Most of these poems, including the four above, were
written in 192 7 or 1928 and bear a heavy surrealist
influence. These short celebrations of the power
' of the unconscious demonstrate word play, free
association resulting in unusual pairings of real
and imagined observation.

P·wl Bowk '> T·A· :J Poems New York: Modern
Paul Rl)W.!es, "Spire Sonp,' transtt•

Paris, 12 (March 1928): 120-122.

In his later high school yoo.rs, Bowles gravitated toward 'the meth; ds of '\mcorrscious writing" promoted by the surrealists. Spiritualists referred to it as "automatic
writing" and in both the writer tries to eliminate all conscious control. When
Bowl~s discovered the surrealists in transition, a magazine published in Paris,
he knew immediately he had found an artistic home. Its editors dedicated themselves
to the exploration of a darker, interior, psychic world and sought to strip away the
layers of social pretense from the individual and from the iarger social structure.
Theirs was open defiance of the logic of cJvilized society.
Bowles saw "unconscious writing" as a way to reach the inner parts of himself
that he had by necessity disguised or masked. When much older, he wrote,
"The destruction of the ego has 'always seemed an important thing. I took it for
grar:ted that that was what really one was looking for in order to attain knowledge
and the ability to live." When "Spire Song" was published in the twelfth issue
of transition and his surrealist prose fragment, "Entity," in the next issue, Bowles
felt he had arrived. Published with the tee~aged Bowles were works by James Joyce,
Andre Breton, Gertrude Stein, Paul Eluard, and Allen Tate.
"Spire Song" is a somewhat long lyric: forty-eight lines divided into six unequal
sections. It is essentially a poem of outer and inner observations, in which natural
elements inspire metaphysical questioning and often absurd reflections. It does not
really mean anything; it simply exists as a series of alternating observations
and-conjurings, the poet using the natural setting to describe his own sense
of entrapment and isolation.

Pa.ul
Paul
Paul
Paul

Bowles,
Bowles,
Bowles,
Bowles,

"Here I Am," This Quarter, Paris, I: 4 (1929): 243.
"Halley's Comet," This Quarter, Paris, I: 4 (1929): 244.
"International Poem," This Quarter, Paris, I: 4 (1929): 245.
"Stop !hat," This Quarter, Paris, I: 4 (1929): 246.

By 1929, Bowles had gotten several poems accepted at little magazines, such as
Tambour, a French-English publication put out in Paris, Blues, an eKperimental

"

Editions Press, 1933.

First edition. Light blue paper wrappers with ~ark blue
lettering across front cover. Fore edge of front wrapper
and first leaf are deckled. _
Sewn into wrappers with
white thread. Circa 1 75
copies were published in
late 19 3 3. On back cover:
"This is Pamphlet 5 of The
Poetry Series." Note: This
pamphlet is from the
second series published by
The Modern Editions
Press. [Miller: All
Contents: WatervariationMessage. This rare work, recently acquired by the
Canaday Center, suggests the overwhelming power
of nature. Man is stifled. The only way to overcome
the natural force is to submit to the imaginative
realm of the surreal. The visions of both po~ms
do not exist in reality; they transcend the real.

Begmning in 19 31, Paul Bowles wrote several
arttc les for the journal, Modern Music. The
articles below sampl~ some of' the wtde-rangmg
· topics. The last ptece appeared m 1946.

'Paul Bowles, "Thomson's Mass and Other
C:hor1l We rks," Modt.rn \titm. New York,
XII: 4 (May-June, 1935): 192-194.
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This review of choral performances by the Dessoff
Choirs reflects Bowles' disappointment at the singers'
"loose ends of sound left over between words."
While Bowles commends the choir members for their
singing talents, he is critical of their seeming lack of
understanding regarding Virgil Thomson's "matter-offact, hard boiled piece." Reflecting his knowledge
of African music, Bowles draws an interesting parallel
between "the snare drum's punctuatio11s of phrases
in the Credo" and "the similar drum-remarks stuck
in between strophes by the Saharan storytellers."

Pau B vk
T~e Anutomy 1 ]aL..
r 1od rn
Mu.ll.C, New York, XVI: 4 (May-June, 1939): 281-285.
This essay is a review of Winthrop Sargeant's Jazz,
Hot and Hybrid. On most counts, Bowles praises the
work for its objectivity arid insight. Of Sargeant he
writes, "He analyzes Uazz's] component parts, and
then establishes beyond a doubt tli.at ... [its] most
salient features are wholly fon;ign to Western music."
Bowles also agrees with Sargeant's simple character·
ization of jazz form: "It is determined by its one
psychological purpose-to create a feeling of unrest
followed by a sensation of relief."

Paul Bowles, "Negro and Non 'Negro
Musk," Modern Music, New York, XVII: 1
(October-November, 1939); 45-46.
This review of ASCAP's Festival of American Music
censures the society for its "Chauvinistic" approach
to "Negro Music." Setting Negro music as a thing
apart led only to "a sea of sentimentality, pretentiousness, banality and just pl~in bad taste." Surely,
Bowles claims, "The fact that a Negro writes or plays
music is no guarantee,that the result will be 'Negro
music.' Howev~r, when Negro music is to be ·
produced, it is a Negro who in most cases will give
the best result."

Paul Bowles, "On the Film I ront," Modern
I

Music, New York, XVII: 1 (October-November,
1939): 60-62.
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- This piece summarizes Bowles' defense of musical
soundtrack>S. Rejecting the unwritten convention
that the quality of film scores is judged "in direct
ratio to [their] imperceptibility," Bowles counters
with the 'assessment that "What music is to good
choreography, the visual action of a film should '
be to its soundtrack."

Paul Bowles, "From Sptrituals to Swin.;,"
MoJ, rn Mu ,t, New York, XVII: 2 OanuaryFebruary 1940): 103-104.
This is a glowing commentary of a' concert of the
same name performed on Christmas Eve at New
York's Carnegie Hall. After relating his enjoymeRt at
seeing "in the flesh, blues singers, whose records
one
I
had been hearing for years," Bowles maintains "We
need more opportunities to hear music of this sort."

Paul Bowles, "On the Film front "
hi n M tc New York, XVII: 2 QanuaryFebruary, 1940): 113-115.
This essay examines several of the music scores that
accompanied a nonfiction film series at the Museum
of Modern Art. He commends some of these scores
and cites them as examples of the "subtle handling
of the sound track, a thing Hollywood has not yet
begun to attempt."

Paul Bowles "On the Film Front,'
Me lm \1u~ic, New York, XVII: 4 (May-June,
1940): 265-267~
In addition to critiquing scores from Alfred
Hitchcock's Rebecca and other films, Bowles,
in this essay warns of "a new horror to contend
with. The worst film-music conceivable," he claims,
"doesn't compare with what goes on during
a television dramatic broadcast. !=onstant
improvisation on the Novachord beneath the
dialogue, so that all conversation sounds as if it were
taking place on the Main Floor at Wanamaker's
during the daily recital."

Paul Bowie·, ··svlvt. re Re' 1dt"'" ··
,d< M
New York, XVlll: 1 (NovemberDecember, 1940): 12-14.·
This is a Eulogy to Paul Bowles'. "hedonistic
and gregarious" Mexican companion and fellow
composer, Sylvestre R:evueltas. "Whatever he did:"
writes Bowles, "none who knew him escaped
thl conviction that here was someone who, if not a
great .composer, was all the same a great man who
wrote music."

"?aul Row:e", "Dance .\
'\
·· \1ode.r~ Jv,

1

c

New York, XVlll: 3

(March-April, 1941 ): 1 79-179.
In this essay, Bowles expresses his surprised delight .
that "even this much" of the music of his Mexican
friend, Sylvestre Revueltas, has been performed
in New York. While he commends the idea behind
this dance performance, he concedes that much
of it is "not very danceable."

Paul Bowle: -- --, }v

<..--.

PLL ],

1

~iu i ,"

c 1 • ~ s New York, XVlll: 4 (May-June,
1941): 225:230.
"Here,"-writes Bowles, "is a whole national music
dying before it has been made known to the
cultured world." According to Bowles, this musical
decline is owing to the corrupting influence of
Mexico City radio station recruiters who carry away
the best musicians of the villages and train them to
produce a "monstrous bastard kitsch which now
passed for music all over Central America.:' Radio's
homogenizing influence is particularly lamentable, in
Bowles' view, since the real charm of Mexican music
is its regional diversity. "The same piece rendered
by a group of Mariachis in Guadalajara will sound
very different," our critic asserts, "in Cordoba when
given by a Veracruzano harpist and guitarist." In an
effect to accentuate the musical variations that are
confused "even in the minds of Mexi'can musicians,"
Bowles devotes much of his essay to distinguishing
between different types of compositions from the

Son to the Jarabe and from the Huapango
to the Corrido.

Paul Bowles, "1 dter 1 r

)l11

Mt. xtco ''

Modern Musrc New York, XIX: 1 (NovemberDecember, 1941): 36-39. ·

annoyance to Bowles is Pa~assie's tende~cy to
characterize "genius" and "greatness" with a
supercilious tone that alienates rather th'an educates.
Ultimately, Bowles derides the text for having "too
many signs of the priestly attitude," and the. author
for having a "pontifical air ... likely to try the
.
patience of the analytical reader."

In this essay, Bowles decries the current musical
climate in Mexico. Here, he explains, composers
receive little financial support from the government,
and moreover, have no opportunity to collect
royalties from the music they write, even if their
work enjoys fabulous success. While a mix
of "fly-by-night" film companies and bureaucratic
red tape precludes royalty payments to musicians,
poorly funded Mexican radio provides little relief.
Indeed, Bowles writes, "The Mexican radio is
of such technical and esthetic poverty as to make
practically any American program, commercial or
sustaining, seem the acme of good taste and talent."

In this review of three recent New York stage pieces,
the New Opera Company's Helen Goes to Troy, a
~omic anti-war musical, i~ the first and most thoroughly discussed. In Bowles' opinion, the brilliant
work of the stage actors was darkened only by an
orchestra whose music "has been slicked up,
weighted with contemporary cliches, and made
generally acceptable to movie-radio taste standards."

Pad Bowie· 't lr
J1..::1
"
?--., I 'l 1 . ) r New York, XX: 1 (November-

Paul Bowl~<>, "In the Tr
o 1 I' ·1 •at. Mu~

December, 1942): 57-61.

(Winter, 1946): 15-19.

Bowles here comments on the sound tracks of a
handful of war documentary films. Astutely critiquing both the film and musical sequences, Bowles at
last concludes that film directors seldom "work from
an integrated scenario, as precise as an opera score,
with every word of the dialogue or commentary set
to a definite measure of the score. That," maintains
our critic, "is obviously often the only way to make
a good sound track, and it is just as obvious that
no one but the composer wants to do it."

This short piece chronicles Bowles' travels and
musical education in Cuba. A purist at heart, Bowles
fears that he waited too long to embark upon his
Cuban excursion. Now, true Cuban music is difficult
to find and Bowles' search for the real ~hing, as we
learn from his diary, is frustrated at almost every
turn. Village performers are enticed to "go on the
road" to capitalize on their talents, while indigenous
peoples can be found crowded around a radio
"listening to a barbarous melange of tropical static
and soap operas in Spanish, a language which few
of them have learned." Now, he complainsJ "Music,
along with everything else, is subject to the vagaries·
of fashion; and now in 194 5 percussive frenzy is
demode and Havana is full of Stormy Weather,
known as Triste Uuvia."

Paul Eo "'k ., Ir h Th ltre," rvlodern
Mu~rc., New York, XXI: 4 (May-June, 1944):

266-267.

First edition. 4,500 copies were published 1 7 August
1953. [Miller: B17]
Contains: Two letters to Gertrude Stein~ p. 251
(1931), 276-277 (1934). In her -Autobiography
of Alice B. Toklas (1933), Stein characterized Bowles
as "delightfui and sensible in summer but neither
delightful nor sensible in the winter." Therefore, she
encouraged her young protege to go to Morocco to
work. Although he went with Aaron Copland and
was trying to compose music (ultimately performed
in New York City), Bowles sent Stein some of his
prose inspired by the Moroccan setting. Stein .
responded favorably: "I like your story, I like your
descriptions, go on with them ... you are not so
bad in description and I always tpink there is a
future in description."

Paul Bowie<>, "Bluey:

f'

,vc

I ·om an

lm1.ginary Di«ry," \lreu New York, Ill: 3
(October 1943): 81-82.

Paul Bowles, "\.)net- A., in, L j.1zz Hot,''
:\ al n ~ 1u H New York, XX! 2 Qanuary-February,
1943): 140-142.
This review of Hugues Panassie's The Real Jazz first
commends the book for its "fairly accurate and
complete account of the nature and development of
jazz" but then chides the author for falling into that
mode of "imprecise overwriting for which other jazz
books have been justifiably censured." Of particular

)p!L

(P".f

"on

New York, XXIII: 1

View editor, Charles-Henri Ford, introduced this
piece' to his readers by stating, "This chef d'oeuvre
of the primitive style was created by its author at the
age of nine. For pure comedy, dramatic tension,
and harmonic development of theme, it seems
unequalled by any other work by a writer of the
same age, and needless to say, is far more persuasive
than the writing of most adults." The style is
decidedly surr~alistic (although inadvertent) with
irrational juxtaposition, arresting imagery, and
comic incongruity. View was a 1940s American
version of the earlier transition and published artists
such as Andre Breton, Marcel Duchamp, Max
Ernst, Rene Magritte, Pablo Picasso, and Salvador
Dali. The publication of this earlier, juvenile work
marks Bowles' increasing attention to writing and
translating over composing.

A Night With Jupiter: and Other :Fantastlc.
Swries. Edited by Charles Henri Ford. London:
Dennis Dobson Limited, 194 7.

The Flouers of .:-'ne 1 · ~ ~ ' I rrers 'X'r · n
r.o
nru.de Scon Edited by Donald Gallup.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1953.

First English edition. 2,320 copies were published
in 194 7 in Great Britain. [Miller: B3b]
11
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ground on front;-bfack borders with ornaments in white
down back edges; fettering and rule across back in black;
ornamen~s and rows of dots across back in black.
Unbound. An unknown number of copies were published
30 December 1946. [Miller: E30]

Contains "Bluey, a Diary," pp. 89-93. Written by
Bowles at age 9.

P.ml Bov,ks, "The Pomt c t View," Vicu•,
New York, V: 2 (May 1945): 5.
Paul Bowles was editor of this special issue .of View,
entitled "Tropical Americana." His preface, "The
Point of View," was extensively revised by Parker Tyler
(View's associate editor) and distorted the author's
original intentions. All translations, photographs
and collages unless otherwise noted in the issue are
by Paul Bowles. [Miller: C476]

In addition to ~'Lonesome Man," Bowles wrote the
·music for "Heavenly Grass," "Cabin," and "Sugar
in the Cane," also in Blue Mountain BalLads.
This was one of sc;.veral coliaborations with
Tennessee Williams.

"The Lamp'~> Stories." By Paul c~)Lnct.
ln .nsht ~d rr >rn ,l,c her.ch by ).n I Powk'i Vieu,,
New York, VII: 2 (December 1946): 24.

by David Ewen. New York: H. W. Wilson
Company, 1949.

Includes "A1sence ofColor," "The Thin Man's
Game," "Prose Poem," "The Wall on the Bias,"
and "The Art of Poetry."

"P rose roem
n
.
<;. " By ?au! Ma~
tht en I'\ Paul Bo vies. Vit
(December 194{?): 25.

r 1: ... I , '
New York, VII: 2

ittL

1

·Includes: "The Soup," "Dissertation on Rain,"
and "The City."

"The Ctrcular Ruins." By Jorge Luis Borges.
Tn ~htcd from the Spanish by Pad B<'v 'l . View
New York, V: 6 Oanuary 1946): 6,10-11,14.
The translations Bowles published in View after the
Second World War represent his increasing attention
to his writing rather than composing music. During
this time he was writing many of the stories that were
eventually collected after the publication of his novel,
The Sheltering Sky (1949).

"Lonesome Man," in Btue Mountain Ballads.
Wr1r·.ls b'

tnnessee Willi:ml . Music by Pac 1 Bowles.
New York: G. Scl}irmer, 1946.

First edition. White paper wrappers with lettering across
front on blue ground; iHustration in black over blue

2

Amenc.an Compose ·s TeL.. \. nz Jl ra '"~'rcol
• 'l (
· ul
ul Compiled and edited

First 'edition. An unknown number of copies
were published 18 April 1949. [Miller: B 7]
Contains: "Paul Bowles, 1911," and autobiographical
sketch, pp. 38-39. In this sketch Bowles writes about
his compositions for the theater: "Then I discovered
that 'incidental music' for the theatre was one
perfect medium for carrying out some of the ideas
I had subconsciously been trying to express ...
Here, and in writing fo~ the films
too, one can with
immunity write
climaxless music,
hypnotic music
in one of
the exact senses
of the ~ord, in that
it makes its effect
without the
spectator's being
aware of it."

Pa-ul BowIt:-;,
The Sheltering Sk-y.
· London: John Lehmann,
1949.
First edition. Gray doth covered boards with lettering
stamped in gold across spine on blue stamped ground;
blue stamped ground bordered by gold stamped

ornaments; fettering in gold stamped across bottom
of spine; endpapers. White paper pictorial dust jacket
printed in green,.brown, blue and black; photograph
of author on rear flap. 4,000 copies were published
in September 1949. Contents: Tea in the SaharaThe Earth's SharP Edge-The Sky. [MiHer: A2]
This first novel established Bowles as an existentialist writer of the first rank. It commenced in a dream
of Tangier that Bowles, then in New York, had in
the spring of 1947. According to Bowles, dreams
"clarify your life completely ... they tell you much
more than anything else could possibly tell you ... "
The novel tells of three New Yorkers, Port and Kit
Moresby and their friend T unner, who go to North
Africa, "this distant and unconnected p;,trt of the
world." They land in Oran, Algeria, and slowly
move south through a fantasy landscape into
the reality of the Sahara; separated first by chance
or whim, they are ultimately separated by death
and self-willed abandonment. The novehllumi~ates
the meeting of two disparate cultures: the modern,
intellectual American with the timeless, sensual
Saharan. The book was a best seller for eleven weeks
in 1950 because Bowles had hit on a theme
that resonated in the postwar
world:
lovers
who
could not
love,
trapped in
cages of
their own
making,
alienated
from each
other and
from themselves. His
existentialist
travelogue had
touched all the
signposts of the
new philosophy in a chilling, compelling narrative.

Bowles wrote to his publisher: "Really it is an
adventure story in which the adventures take place
o~ two planes simultaneously: in the actual desert,
and in the inner desert of the ~pirit. The sexual
adveqtures are like the oases, the shade is
insufficient, the glare is always brighter as the
journey continues. And the journey must continue·
there is no oasis in which -one can remain."
Tobias Wolff noted that The Sheltering Sky has been
called "nightmarish." But that description is not
altogether accurate since it implies a fear of the
unreal. The power of the novel "lies precisely. in the
reality of what it makes us fear-the sweetness of that
voice in each of us that sings the delight of not being
responsible ... Our failing resistance to ... attacks
on our sense of worth as individuals· is the cenn;al
drama of pur time. The Sheltering Sky records the
struggle with complete fidelity, impassively noting
every step in the process of surrender."

P1ul Bowie ThP Shel~ering Sb New York:
New Directions, 1949.

First American edition. Tan doth covered boards with
black lettering stamped across spine and black lettering
stamped down spine on blue stamped ground; endpapers.
White paper pictorial dust jacket printed in black, gray
and blue. 3,596 copies were published 14 October 1949.
[Miller: A2b]

Paul ~~·v les. T1 ~heltenn~:,
The Ecco Press, 1978.

Sl

New York:

Third American paperbound edition (1978). "Second
printing July 1978." Stiff white paper wrappers printed
in pink, blue, and white. Cover design by Earl Tidwell,
The Ecco Press logo by Ahmed Yacoubi. [Miller: A2h]

laul bowlt:s, Th.

~r.eltering

Sky

New York:

Vintage Books, 1990.
"First Vintage International Edition, March 1990."
Book design by Maura Fadden Rosenthal. Gore
Vidal comments on the back cover, "Bowles has

..

glimpsed what lies back of our sheltering sky ...
an endless flux o1 stars so like those atoms which
make us up that we experience not only horro~
but likeness."

1 "'• \ Lnl S or L . St r· by Pu•A-l
Bowles London: John Lehmann, 1950.

a subtle skill in suggesting a terrifying denouement
without ever actually confirming it." Another critic
believed Bowles to be a promising writer who was
"infinitely interested in and fascinated by the tension
that exists in nature and between human beings."

Paul B

First edition. Green cloth
covered boards with gold
lettering stamped across
spine on a dark green
stamped ground bordered
by gold stamped
ornaments· at edge
of dark green ground;
gold lettering stamped
across tail of spine;
endpapers'. White paper
Pi<;torial dust jacket
printed in yellow, green
and black; photograph of author on rear flap.
Jacket design by Keith Vaughan. 3,500 copies were
published August 1950. The stories, "The Delicate
Prey" and "Pages From Cold Point," were not
included in this collection because the publisher
was convinced, on the advice of Cyril Connolly
and Somerset Maugham, that if they were included
in the collection distribution and/or censorship
difficulties might ensue. [Miller: A3]
~l(Jlll•

N'l.li'~

The stories published in this volume include
"By the Water," "Under the Sky," "The Scorpion,"
"The Echo," ~nd "A Distant Episode." English
critics focused on the author's technique. Michael
Sadleir in the Times said: "The .extreme beauty of
Paul Bowles's writing, his vibrant response to colour
and sound, render his book a 'must' to anyone on
the watch for outstanding writing talent. These are
tales of terror of a high order." The Times Literary
Supplement cited Bowles's facility with language:
"Mr. Bowles is not concerned with the poet_!c
possibilities of language but with prose as a means
of coming to grips as quickly and as directly as
possible with the culminating unease of the human
situation." The brilliance of the stories "comes from

Paul Bo~les, "The Scorpton,'' Vicu New York,
V: 5 (December 1945): 9, 16.
View published "The Scorpion" in the same month
Bowl~s resigned frqm the New York Herald Tribune,
and he "went on inventing myths." "The Scorpion"
was his first published fiction since Gertrude Stein
criticized his writing. In his autobiography, Without
Stopping, Bowles wrote, "The subject matter of the
myths soon turned from 'primitive' to contemporary, but the objectives of the protagonists remained
the same as in the beast legends llle had been
tr;mslating]. It was through this unexp~cted little
gate that I crept back into the la,n d of fiction
writing." The subject of this story, im old woman
cave dweller, dreams about being a little girl again
and then of swallowing a scorpion, which she
harbors inside. Bowles noted that it was another ~
"experiment in automatic writing."

Paul Bow It: s, " f; \ t he \Vater."

v-

eu•
New York, VII: 1 (October 1946): 27-29.

As in "The Delicate Prey," the protagonist moves
from a place of safety and comfort into the region
of the unknown. He ultimately recognizes his
vulnerability once the usual sustaining cultural
supports are gone. Bowles does, however, ascribe
some intrinsic value to the outsider's stance.
Herein is found the basic thread from which
the author spins many of his stories.

Rwding Modern Fi<Twn 30 Swrie·

W th St.:. !y A rd s

Selected and edited by Winifred
Lynskey. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952.

First edition. An unknown number of copies were
published sometime between November 1951
and November 1952. [Miller: B15]
Contain~: "By the Water," by Paul Bowles, pp. 36-42.

u

Prize Stories of 194 7: The 0. Henry Awards.
Selected and edited by Herschel ,Brickell. Garden
City, NY: Doubleday and Company_, 1947.
First' edition. 8,500 copies were published 4 September

. kept as a hideous pet by the tribesmen, who teach
him to dance for their amusement. Tennessee
Williams called the story "a true masterpiece
of short fiction." It augurs many of the themes
that appear in The Sheltering Sky.

1947. [Mitler: B4]
Contains: "The Echo," pp. 61-75. In this story,
written in 1946, homosexuality, the problematic
nature of family ties, and expatriation are intimately
intertwined. The effects of strong undertows
of sexual emotion are often unseen, yet ever present.
Indicative of Bowles' fiction is his lack of authorial
intervention, even in the face of unrelenting, built-up
tension; in "The Echo" as in many other works, it is
up to the reader to think through a story's implications and meaning.

1953 . .Note: 4,375 sets of sheets were printed of
which 1,3 75 sets were taken by Andre Deutsch Ltd.,
London, and pubtished with 'a cancel on the title page.
This volume is an Andre Deutsch copy. [Miller: B18]
Contains: "A Distan't Episode," pp. 45-55.

Paul Bowles, "Under the Sky," Horizon,
London, XV: 89',{June 1947): 357-363.

The Survival Years: A Collection of American
Writings of the 1940's. Edited by Jack Salzman.

The dust jacket blurb declares: "The short stories
by the author of The Sheltering Sky have already
created a'fensation among writers and critics despite
the fact that many of them have appeared in ·
out-of-the-way places. Most of these seventeen stories
have their setting in Arab North Africa or in the Far
East, and they share an almost Gothic preoccupation
with violence-particularly that violence arising out of
the clash of the Westerner with the alien world
of the East."

The New Partisan Reaaer, 1945-1953. Edited
by WilLiam Phillips and Philip Rahv. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1953.
First edition. 3,000 copies were published 22 October

While British critics had concentrated on Bowles'
technique and control of language, American
reviewers of this first American edition of Bowles'
stories focused "o n the content and subject matter.
Their columns ~ere filled with terms sych as
. "decay," "putrescent," "loathsome," "sensationalism," and "evil." A later critic, Tobias Wolff, wrote
that the stories in this volume extend "into even
more exotic and disturbing terrain." Stories include
"The Delicate Prey," "Pages From Cold Point,''>
and "Pastor Dowe at Tacate."

New York: Pegasus, 1969.
Like another story collected in A Little Stone
("At Paso Rojo"), "Under the Sky" pits the urban,
Spanish life against the life of the Indians who live
in the mountains, away from the centers of life and
(the usual) points of reference. In "Under the Sky,"
Bowles admits the reader t9 the point of view
of an Indian character, thus ~ff6rding a glimpse
of "the other." Bowles works economically in
presenting po~erful forces (e.g., rape and revenge)
in the context of postcolonial formS' of domination.

The Best American Short Stories, 1948.
Edited by Martha Foley. Boston:Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1948.
First edition, with dust jacket. 8, 190 copies were
published Y6 September 1948. [Miller: B5]
Contains: ''A Distant Episode," pp. 20-31.

Originally published in Partisan Review, this story,
as others, creates a confrontation between rationality
and sensualism, using the stark and savage setting
of North Africa to arouse sensations. An American
linguistics professor, betrayed by his guide, is seized
by a band of hostile nomads. Mutilated and dressed
in a suit of flattened tin cans, the professor is then ,
14

First edition. An unknown number of copies were
published in 1969. [Miller: B53]
Contains: "A Distant Episode," pp. 263-273.

Paul Bowles "The Delicate Prey,"
1

Zero,

' Tangier, 2 (Summer 1949): 60-70.

Paul Bowles, The Delicate Prey: and Other
Stories. New York: Random House, 1950.
First edition. The recto o.f the first leaf is printed with
a brown spiderweb and within this design is printed in
black the publisher's device and four dots of varying size;
these dots are printed again on the verso of this leaf.
Brown cloth covered boards stamped with gray spiderweb
design, three gold and one silver dots and publisher's
device stamped in black on front cover; lettering irt gold
stamped across spine, some of which is overstamped
on oval shaped black panel stamped on spine; lettering
in black and silver stamped across spine; gray lines from
spiderweb design stamped on front cover continue onto ·
spine; one gre.y dot stamped on spine; black endpapers.
Top edges stained black. White paper pictorial dust
jacket printed in brown cmd black; photograph of author
on rear flap. Book design by Marshall Lee. Dust jacket
design by E. McKnight Kauffer. 6,000 copies were
published _November 1950. A total of6800 sets
of sheets were ordered from the printer. [Miller: A4a]

./

The title story of Bowles' first American collection
delineates a hashish-maddened hunter's murder
of three brothers, and the revenge of the slain
brothers' tribesmen. After capturing the killer, they
bury him up to his neck in sand and abandon hii:n
to the elements. Solotaroff states that the stories of
The Delicate Prey "with their lucid, quiet evocation
of' mood and motives leading to revelations .of
scarifying deprawty ... make one feel they were
written with a razor, so deftly and chillingly do' they
cut to the bone." Although he liked the story,
Tennessee Williams advised Bowles not to publish
it at all because people might think the author
to be a "horrible monster."

New Directions in Prose and Poetry,
Number Eleven. Norfolk, Conn.:
New Directions Books, 1949.

.First edition, hardbound issue, with dust jacket. 1, 140

copies were published 15 December 1949. 3, 72 7 sets of
sheets were printed. [Miller: B 12a]
Contains: "Pages From Cold Point," pp. 202-223.
"Pages From Cold Point" first appeared in Wake #8
(Autumn 1949). The text was taken from the
author's emended typescript, which used asterisks
to separate journal entries. The same year, the story
appeared in New Directions #11 with a different text,
whiCh approximates the corrected original typescript.
In 1950, the text publish~d in Wake was· used in
The Delicate Prey and Other Stories with the omission
of the asterisks; wide spaces were used in their place
to separate journal entries. Consequently, on page
189. it is ambiguous as to whether the text continues
the previous page's entry or whether a new entry
commences, which is indeed the case. [see Miller:
A4, C581, C583] Subsequent anthologies have
erroneously combined the two entries.
"Pages From Cold Point," written during the author's
trip to Casablanca from New York, dates from the
same period as "The Echo" and shares with it many
similar ~~ematic concerns. It is one of Bowles' most ·
admir~d and best k~own; Norman Mailer once
hailed it as "one of the best short stories written
by anyone." ihe story outlines sexual configurations
seldom depicted (especially in 194 7) in literature,
probably one reason that it, along with "The Delicate
Prey," was omitted from English editions of Bowles'
work until 1968. "Pages From Cold Point" plays on
escapist fantasies and displays a modernist brand
of pessimism. The story begins with a statement
of this philosophy: "Our civilization is doomed to a
short life: its componen.t parts are too heteroge9eous.
I personally am content to see everything in the
process of decay. The bigger the bof\1bs, the quicker
it will be done. Life is visually too hideous for one
to make the attempt to preserve it. Let it go."

21 Variations

on a Theme. Collected by Donald
Webster Cory. New York: Greenberg, 1953.
First edition, with dust jacket. An unknown number
of copies were published in 1953. Compi1qr's name
is a pseudonym. [Miller: B20]

'

Contains "Pages From ColdPoint," pp.23-44.

Paul Bowles, Let It Come Down. London: John
Lehmann, 1952.

Prize StorieS' of 1949: The 0. Henry Awards.
Selected and edited by Herschel Brickell. Garden
City, NY: · Doubleday and Company, 1949.

First edition, with dust jacket. 7,000 copies were
published 20 October 1949.
Contains: "Pastor Dowe at Tacate," pp. 58-78.
"Pastor Dowe at Tacate" was written in New York .
in 1946 and set in Guatemala. It was inspired by
the events of a previo_us trip to that country and
by Paul and Jane Bowles' honeymoon trip, also
in Guatemala. It is the story of Pastor
Dowe who has gone to live with the
Indians at Tacate and his increasing
submersion into their culture. When
the town's leader offers him a childbride, Pastor Dowe flees the village in
the night. Despite his understanding
and use of the people's customs, he
cannot relinquish a moral code that
forbids him from taking a child as a
wife. He must return or be forever lost;
there is no halfway response.

First edition. Gray cloth covered hoards with red lettering
stamped across spine within a border of red stamped
ornaments; red lettering stamp~d across tail of spine;
endpapers. White paper pictorial dust jacket printed in
black, yellow and purple; photograph of author orr rear
flap. 7,000 copies were published February 1952.
Contents( International Zone-Fresh Meat and Roses-The
Age of Monsters-Another Kind of Silence. [Miller: A6a]

40 Best Stories from Mademmselle,
1935-1960. Edited by Cyrilly Abels
and Margarita G. Smith. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1960.
'
. First edition, with dust jacket. 6,000 copies were

published 17 February 1960. [Miller: B30]
-Contains: "Pastor Dowe at Tacate," pp. 123:140.

Roger Frison-Roche, The Lost Trail of the
Sahara. Translated from the French by Paul Bowles.
New York: Prentice-Hall, 1951.

First Ame.rican edition. Tan cloth covered hoards with
brown lettering stamped across spine; pictorial endpapers,
"Map of Sahara,;, printed in tan. Top edges stained
green. White paper pictorial d~st jacket printed in black,
yellow and orange; photogratJh of author on rear cover.
5,000 copies were published 18 August 1951.
[Miller: A5]
.

In December 1949, Bowles was sailing to Ceylqn
when, the ship p;1ssing Tangi~r, he was overcome
with nostalgia for North Africa and d~cided to start
his second novel, Let It Come Down. While on the ,
ship he drew charts, plotted alliances, and decided
upon his characters, ultimately working on it for
about two years. Set in contemporary Tangier, it
presents Nelson Dyar, a New York bank clerk, who
comes to the city in order to break out of his old
routine. He meets the expatriate Daisy de Valverde
who introduces him to hashish, the means that
eventually unleashes his self-destructive impulses.
A novel of endless conspiracy (Bowles took his title
from Macbeth), everyone works behind everyone
else's pack with Dyar committing the worst act of
treachery. According to /Bowles, "The character
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as character is not important. The character is acting
out a situational .drama in a given setting, and the
whole thing is one thing-that is, the character,
the setting, the mood, the action, the situation.
The character's not apart from his situation (in that
sense it's existentialist)."

P·ttd Bowles, Let It Comt Dou, n.

New York:

Random, House, 1952.

First American edition. One half gray cloth covered
boards with black paper cover over rest of boards; circa
twenty-six il}cised rules blind-stamped from top to bottom
on black paper covered section; orange ornament stamped
on gray cloth; iHustration of man in turban, pasted on
lower sectidn of gray cloth, front; yellow lettering stamped
across spine; chartreuse endpapers. Top edges stained
chartreuse. White paper picwr;ial dust jacket printed
in black, purple and two shades of brow; photograph
of author on rear section. Dust jacket designed by
E. McKnight Kauffer. 12;000 copies were published
28 February 1952. [Miller: A6b]

Paul Bowie~, •L<:t It Come Pc•1un With a preface
by the author. S~nta Barbara, Calif.: Black Sparrow
Press, 1980.
Second American edition, hardcover, numbered and
signed issue. Includes an additional unprinted leaf
with author's signature tipped in between second
and third leaves. [Miller: A6g]
"This edition is published in paper wrappers; there
are 1000 cloth trade copies; 350 hardcover copies
have been numbered and signed by the author; and
26 lettered copies have been handbound in boards
by Earle Gray and are signed by the author. 7"

Pat II B()wlt:s, "Lei;,.,,"

B,·r:.?gh<! 0$cu,n ,

Rome, Quaderno X (1952): 206-208.
Although concentrating primarily on stories and
novels, Bowles continued to publish an occasional
poem. 'rhis piece illustrates his movement from
the earlier, surrealist style he "automatically" utilized
when younger.

Ncu D
Fouortee

i: I', '·

·1J Poctr-:v. Number

New York: New Directions Books, 1953.

First edition, hardbound issue, with d~st jacket.
An unknown number of copies were published
11 December 1953. [Miller: B19] ,
Contains several translations by Paul Bowles,
previously published: "The Soup," by Paul Magritte,
translated from the French, p. 346; "The Art of
Poetry," by Paul Colinet, translated from the French,
p. 351; "The Thin Man's Game," by Paul Coli net,
translated from the French, p. 387.

blue, one stamped in green on front cover; lettering
stamped across spine in gold on stamped light blue panel,
on stamped green panel and on black cloth; device blind
stamped on spine; endpapers. Top edges stained light blue.
White paper pict~rial dust jacket printed in colors with
photograph of author on back section by Ahmed Yacoubi.
Dust jacket design by Hollis Holland from an illustration
by Amy ]ones. 10,000 copies were published
4 Not•ember 1995.
[Miller: A?a]
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Paul Bowles, "Letter from Tangier," The
Lnndon Muc[az:ir;.c, London,"I: 6\July 1954): 4-5_3.
Bowles· discuss($ the great manychanges
in Tangier since he first lived there
in 1931. He believed, "if my
strongest memories from that
period were not inextricably
connecte~l with its climate
and weather, I should no longer
recognize it as the same place.
The air and the wind are really
about all that is left."

T u,.?ntl.?th Century Authors, First Supplement A B;ogru.phiwl [l,,: "mr.:" of Modern
Likr.df!ir,· Edited by Stanley J. Kunitz. New York:
The H. W. Wilson Company, 1955.

First edition, fifth printing. Photographic illustrations.
An unknown number of copies were published
13 October 1955; subsequent printings are noted
on verso of title page. [Miller: B22]
Contains: An autobiographical sketch of Paul Bowles
with brief biographical notes, a short list of principal
works and a short list of critical articles about Bowles,
pp. 106-107.
' ·,tJi

r;c•\\ 1c '· TJ,, ' 1der's House. New York:

Randorp House, 1955.

First edition. Black cloth covered boards with one letter
each stamped in gold on two panels, one stamped in light

Contains:
Prologue-The Master
of Wisdom-Sins Are FinishedThe Hour of the Swallows·
The Ascending Stairway~.

The Spider's House, begun in 1954, is the most
conventional of Bowles' novels, both in subject
1
matter and technique. It is also the author's longest
book and the one written: most quickly. The story
tells of Stenham, an American expatriat~ novelist
who has Hved in Fez, Morocco; Polly Veyron,
an American tourist; and Amar, a Moroccan youth,
all of whom meet in the autumn of 1954 in a Fez
that i's torn with the beginnings of civil war. Amar
is looking for "the possible friend ... in whom he
could confide, who could understand him";
and presumably he finds this man in Stenham,
a man whose experience occasionally so parallels
Bowles' that the unwary reader is inclined to believe
the book autobiographical. Underlying this novel
is the bridging of cultures-a theme that would
concern Bowles in all his subsequent stories set in
North Africa-and the possibility of a permanent and
meaningful union between Moslem and Nazarene.

f

Paul Bowles, The Spider's House. London:
Macdonald, 1957.
First English edition. Orange cloth covered boards with
gold lettering stamped across spine; endpapers. White
paper pictorial dust jacket printed in black, blue and
orange. An unknown number of copies were published
18 January I957. [Miller: A7b]

Paul Rowles, The Spider's House.
With a preface by the author. Santa Barbara:
Calif.: Black Sparrow Press, 1982.

Secon4 American edition, hardcover, numbered
!lnd signed issue. Same collation and binding as the
Second American .edition, paperbound issue [see Miller:
A7c] except for a leaf with author's signature 'tipped
between second and third leaves, and blue colored cloth
backstrip. Red and gold false headband. Unprinted
acetate dust jacket. 350 copies published 25 May ,1982 .
[Miller: A7e]
"This edition is published in paper wrappers; there
are 1000 cloth tracle copies; 350 hardcover copies
have been numbered and signed by the author; and
26 lettered copies have been handbounLl in boards
by Earle Gray and are signed by the author. 69"

Ten Years of Holiday: Selected by the Editors
of Holiday Magazine. With an introduction
by Clifton Fadiman: New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1956.
First edition, with dust jacket. An unknown number
of copies were published in 1956. [Miller: B23]
Contains: "The Secret Sahara," originally published
in Holiday, January 1953, pp. 223-235. After
.
detailing the harshness of th~ Sahata, Bowles asks,
"Why go? The answer is that once you have been
there you can't help yourself. Opec you have fallen
victim to the speli of this vast, luminous, silent
country, no other place is quite strong enough for
you, no other surroundings can provide the supremely satisfying sensation of existing in the midst
of something that is absolute. You will go back,

whatever the cost in discomfort and dollars, for the
absolute has no price."

music, turning his attention to the literary side
of the theater ,helped move Bowles back to the
literary-world.

Paul Rowles, Yallah. Text by Paul Bowles;
Photographs by Peter W. Haeberlin. New York:
McDowell, Obolensky, 1957.
First American ~dition. Photographs' are numbered 1-83
and are interleat·~d with 10 text leaves, some printed
recto only; others printed both recto and verso. Black
cloth covered boards with white lettering stamped down
spine; black en4papers with single silwr line froht top
to bottom on both recto and verso of free endpaper.
White paper dustjacket with photographs front and rear;
photograph of Peter W Haeberlin on rear flap; printed
in black. ~,50 copies were published August 1957.
[Miller: A8b]

Contains: Prefatory essay titled "Yallah!" -Algerian
Sahara-Niger Colony-Lake Chad-Mandara
Mountains. From the dust jacket, on Paul Bowles:
"Few.writers have had the knowledge and insight
to interpret the vast, ever-changing yet timeless
. desert with such dramatic intensity."

Jean-Paul Sartrc~ No Exit: A Play in One Act.
Adapted from the French by Paul Bowll's.
New York: Samuel French, 1958.

First edition. Stiff gray paper wrappers printed in black.
Stapled into wrappers. 1,005 copies were published
1
25 April I 958. The first printing may be distinguished
from subsequent printings by the price printed on the
front cover ($1.00) and the advertisements on the verso
of the front cover for The Traitor and Darkness at
Noon; in subsequent printings price and advertisements
change. [Miller: A9] This copy is a subsequent printing.
Bowles met Sartre ih 1944 and worked on the
translation of Sartre's Huis Clos for about two years.
His work culminated in .a production di.rected by
John Huston that won the Drama Critics Award
for the best foreign play of the year. The title,
"No Exit," was taken from' a sign in a subway
turnstile. After so many years of writing "incidental

Paul Bt>wles, "Rurroughs"in Tangier,"
Bi~ Table, Chicago, I: 2 (Summer 1959): 42-43.

Bowles first saw Burroughs in 1953 but it was not
until 1955-1956 that they became friends. "Naturally I had been told about him," he wrote, "how he
practiced shooting in his room down in the Medina,
and all the rest of the legend. When t got to know
him I realized the legend existed in spite of him' and
not because of him: he didn't give a damn about it/'

William Burroughs, White Subway. London:
Aloes Books, 1973.
First edition. I ,000 copies were published SePtember

1973. [Miller: B71]
Contains "Burroughs in Tangier," pp. -72-73, plus
a short passage from Let It Come Down on verso
of title page.J\lthough Paul and Jane Bowles hated
the appearance of "beatnik types" in Tangier •
in the 1950s, Paul Bowles became good friends with
the literary leaders of the movement: Burroughs,
Ginsberg, and Corso.

Paul Bowles, The Hours After Noon:
Short Stories. I:.ondon: Heinemann, 1959.
First edition. Maroon cloth covered boards with silver
lettering stamped across spine; device blind stamped on
rear cover; endpapers. White paper pictorial dust jacket
printed in gray, black and red, Dust jacket designed
by William Belcher. 3,000 copies were published
4 May 1959. [Miller: AlO]
Includes "The Hours After Noon," "Tapiama,"
"The Frozen Fields," and "Dona Faustina."

Zero Anthology, Number 8, of Literature
anLf · Art. Edited by Themistocles Hoetis. New York:
The Zero Press, 1956.
First edition, with dust jacket. An unknown number
of copies were published in 1956. [Miller: B24]
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Contains: "From Notes Taken in Ceylon·," pp. 112127, and "The Honrs After Noon," pp. 197-236.
In 1980, Bowles wrote to Hans Bertens: '"The
Hours After Noon' is a tale about how a woman's
subconscious fastens together bits of information
about a man in such a way that in ridding herself
of his presence she also has him murdered; she
becomes aware of what the hidden part of her mind
has dqne only after the death of her vlictim."

Paul Bowles, "Taptama," The London
Magazine, London, V: 5 (May 1958): 18-32.
Bowles was prompted to write "Tapiama" after
spending nine days in bed (in London, 1957)
suffering from a high fever. The story, set in Latin
America, returns to the familiar themes of drugs and
the vulnerable foreigner traveling in a strange
and exotic locale. What is of interest here' is the
psychological insight the story provides regarding
the questing instinct that seems to have motivated
Bowles for much of his life.

The Best American Short Stories, 1958.
Edited by Martha Foley and David Burnett. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958.

First edition, with dust jacket. 9,316 copies were
published 23 September 1958. [Miller: B2 7]
Contains: "The Frozen Fields," pp. 54-72.
Considered one of the most important of the
"American" stories in The Hours After Noon
(and The Time of Friendship), "The Frozen Fields"
supplies some explanations for Bowles' expatriation.
These explanations seem to lie in deeply rooted
psychological responses to his father and to the
cultural n;straints on the expression of passion
and the practice of art. In this story, that treats
a New England family and depicts a debilitating
, New England morality, there seems little room for
warmth or comfort between the biting, winter cold
outside and the strict puritan atmosphere inside the
house. The ensuing struggle between young Donald
and his father is clearly a thinly veiled fictional
portrait of the author's relationship with his
own father.
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Neu Directions in Prose and Poetry, 12.
New York: New Directions Books, 1950.

First edition. 1,895 copies were published 15 December
1950. 3,400 sets of sheets were printed; the balance
not published were lost. [Miller: B 14]
Contains: "Dona Faustina," pp. 509-521. This story
dates from 1949 and was written in Tangier, and is
~et in Latin America like "Tapiama." The story takes
the form of a mystery and, as with most successful
mysteries, the writer withholds and releases informa·
tion in measured doses. Bowles, though, generates a
measure of sympathy for the perpetrator of heinous
crimes, making a macabre comedy of the story.

The Artists' and Writers' Cookbook. Edited
by Beryl Barr and Barbara Turner Sachs. Sausalito,
Calif.: Contact Editions, 1961.
First edition. 8,500 copies were published 30 November
1961. [Miller: B33]
Contains: "Majoun Kedanne," pp. 285-286.
'
"Dedicated to the art of imperfection in the
kitchen." When Paul ~owles was writing
The Sheltering Sky and reached the point at which
he knew his )Jrotagonist, Port, was going to die he
tried a Moroccan drug called majoun to bring
himself closer to a state he thought necessaryto write the death scene. This cannabis jam was
taken internally and its effects were profound
o~ the author who consumed and experimented
with it regularly for years.
"The effect came upon me suddenly," he wrote
after ingesting the drug atop a rock high above his
cottage, "and I lay abs.olutely still, feeling myself
being lifted, rising to meet the sun ... In another
hour my mind was behaving in a fashion I should
never ha~e imagined possible."

lettering down spine; black lettering across back cover;
photograph of author by Allen Ginsberg on back
cover. Design by Lawrence Ferlinghetti. 3,000 copies
were published 1 September 1962. [Miller: All]
Contains: A Friend of the World-He of the
Assembly-The Story of Lahcen and Idtr-The Wind
at Beni M'idar.
Note: The jacket blurb, appearing on the rear cover is by
Paul Bowles as is the photograph appearing on the front
cover, taken by Bowles in Tangier.

A Hundred Camels in the Courtyard is the first
collection of Bowles' stories published in the United
States after The Delicate Prey. The theme of the four
stories is the power of kif (hashish). According to a
M6ghrebi proverb: "A pipe of kif before breakfast
gives a man the strength of a hundred camels in the
-courtyard."

The Hashish Club: An Anthology of Drug
Literature. Volume Two (The Psychedelic Era:
From Huxley to Lennon). Edited by Peter Haining.
London: Peter Owen, 197 5.

I

First edition. 2,000 copies were published 19 September
197r4; this copy "First British Commonwealth edition
1975." [Miller: B77]
Contains: "The Wind at Beni Midar," pp. 78-87. On
p. 77 there is a brief biographical note about Paul
Bowles and a 5-line excerpt from "The Story of,
Lahcen and ldir."

Paul Bowles, Their Heads Are Green. London: -'
Peter Owen, 1963.
,-'

BoQks, 1962. '

First edition. Green textured paper covered boards with
lettering stamped down and across spine in gold; device
stamped across spine in gold; endpapers. White paper
dust jacket with photographic front and rear cover printed
in black and green. 2.000 copies were published 21 June
1963. [Miller: A12a]

First edition. Stiff white paper wrappers with photlf ·
graphic front cover; black lettering across front; black

Throughout the 1950s Bowles wrote several travel
essays that appeared in the periodicals Holiday and

Paul Bowles, A Hundred Camels
in the Courtyard. San Francisco: City Lights

\

Vogue. In these essays he recorded his reactions
to India, Ceylon, North Africa and o.ther countries.
Some of the pieces were collected in this volume and
each focus on the differences between Westerners,
North African Muslims, Hindi, Buddhists, and Indian
Muslims-nonfictional accounts of the same material
he pursued in short stories and novels. ~n the introduction to the book, Bowles·emphasizes his interest in
people as opposed to scenes of natural beauty and in
diversity, stating, "It is the human element which gives
[the traveler} the strongest impression of difference."
Nore: All photographs are by Paul Bowles ..

Paul Bowles, Their Heads :.Are Green and Their

Hands Are Blue

New York: Random House, 1963.

First American edition. Bluish green cloth covered boards
design stamped on front in royal blue; thick ruled
border stamped in gold across spine; gold lettering within
thin ruled border stamped across sine; ampersand and
device stamped in gold on spine; lettering and thick rules
in royal blue stamped across spine; endpapers.
Fore edges rough trimmed; top
edges stained bluish-green.
White paper dust jacket with
photograph on front cover, printed
_ in blue, green, black .
and several shades of yeHow
and green. 5,000 copies were
published 26 August 1963. [Mitter:
A12b]
wit~

Note: The photographs used in the
American edition differ from those
used in the first edition; all photographs are by Paul Bowles.

Driss ben Hamed Charhadi,

. and across spine; endpapers. White paper dust jacket
with design and photograph of the a_uthor by Paul Bowles
on front, printed in black, orange and brown. Cover
design by Roy Kuhlman. 3,000 copies were published
25 May 1964. [MiHer: A13a]
Note: Driss ben Hamed Charhadi is the pen name
of Larbi Layachi.

Paul Bowles, Up Above the World. New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1966.

First edition. Gray cloth covered boards with design
stamped in gold on front cover; u~ttering, rules and
design stamped in gold across spine; endpapers. False
headband. Top edges stain,ed gray. White paper decorated,
dust jacket printed in shades of red, orange and blue;
photograph of the author by Roy Round on rear section.
Dust jacket design by Paul Bacon. 34,000 copies were
published 15 March 1966. [Mitter: A14a]

Mohammed Mrabet, Love With a Few Ham
Transhl :d r. )11. the t pt m Moghrd .l b" Paul
Bowk:~. New York: George Braz\[ler, 1968.
First American edition. Red textured paper covered boards
with gold and black lettering and rules stamped across
spine; endpapers. Top edges stained black. White paper
pictorial dust jacket printed in black, gray and red;
photographs of author and translator on rear flap.
Dust jacket design by Keith Cunningham. An unknown
number of copies were published 4 March 1968.
[Miller: A15b]

Paul Bowles, The Time of Friendship
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967.

Contains: Six untitled books divided into thirty-two
untitled chapters. Bowles began
his ·fourth novel
in 1961.
Up Above
the World
is his
shortest
and the one
that gave
him the
greatest
problems in
terms of plot
development.
The thriller
that resulted
was such an uncharacteristic novel for Bowles that
he considered issuing it under a pseudonym.

A Life Full of Holes. A novel tape-recorded

Pa I Pov 1

L

Abo~!..'

thr..' World.

in Moghreb1 and trans!" :e I ntr i- .gl sh
by Paul Bowles. New York: Grove Press, 1964.

Peter Owen, 196 7.

First edition. Blue cloth covered boards with gold design
on front cover and gold Lettering stamped down

First English edition. Gray textured paper covered boards
with gold lettering stamped down spine; device and

s~amped

lettering stamped in gold across spine; endpapers .
White paper dust jacket with photographs on front
and rear; printed in black and magenta. 2,000 copies
were published 26 January 1967. [Miller: A14c]
"First British Commonwealth edition 1967."

London:

First edition. White cloth covered boards with design
stamped in red on front and spine; red lettering stamped
down and across spine; red numerals stamped across
bac'k cover; endpapers. Top edges stained blue.
An unknown number of copies were published 20 July
1967. [Miller: A16]
Contains: "The Time of Friendship," "The Hyena,"
"The Hours After Noon," and other stories.

Stan s fro n hc Tr n.<a.thn ue R u<:u,
Edited by Joseph F. McCrindle. London: Victor
Gollancz, l970.

First edition. An unknown number of copies were
published 18 May 1970. [Miller: B63]
Contains: "The Hyena," pp. 220-222. The Time
of Friendship contains three fablelike short stories,
all of which address issues involving deception,
I
justice, and Islam. "The Hyena" is a short fable
that follows the basic patt~rns of deception laid out
in the story of the gingerbread man or, for that
matter, "Little Red Riding Hood." The result is a tale
of the age-old encounter between innocence and evil
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and ultimately suggests that religion (or, at least, its
corrupt manifestation) is a hoax.

Paul Bowles.

P:H(LS

Fr'}m Ccld Hirt And

Other Stories. Lo~don: Peter Owen, 1968.
First edition. Black textured paper-covered boards
with gold lettering and device stamped on spine; fmnt
endpaper. White paper pictorial dust Jacket printed in
, black and purple; photograph of author on back section.
Dust jacket design by Keith
Cunningham. 2,000 copies
were published 25 April
1968. [Miller: AX 7]
\

Contains: "Pages From
Cold Point," "The Time of
Friendship," . ·
"The Hyena," and other
stories. One reviewer
noted: "Violence and
counter-violence, ·magic,
the rule of the strong and
canny, the spell of kif
smoke, tribal solidatity, ritual vengeance.
Mr. Bowles's succ~ss here is that his restraint is
indeed of the' f~rmest and rarest kind. For his most
stringent loyalty as a writer is to the context o'f that
part of the Arab world in which he has for so long
been absorbed."

Contains: Scenes, nine separate poems, numbered
I-IX. The poems in this volume were written
between 1934 and 1940 while Bowles was living
in New York with his North African memories.
The domihant picture in this collection is the sun
of the African deserts in the tradition of Delacroix,
Gide, and Wilde. There is no refuge from the heat
and glare. Bowles told Lawrence Stewart that the
first poem of Scenes was written as "a memory poem. '
It was a nostalgic poem, really, about that place
and that trip." Impending doom and death pervade
Scenes as"time's paralysis," "disease," "lightning
of decay," and "the final rain."

L't•ergreen Revieu1 Rec ler, 1957 196 7
\ Ten Year Anth ,[orzy. Edited by Barney Rosset.
New York: Grove Press, 1968.

First edition. An unknown number of copies were
published in 1968.
Contains:' "The Night Before Thinking," by Ahmed
Yacoubi, translated from the Moghrebi by Paul
Bowles and Mohammed Larbi Djilali, pp,. 400-405
and an untitled s'ection from A Life Full of Holes
by Driss bt;n Haflled Charhadi (pseud. of Larbi
Layachi), taped and transla!ed from the Moghrebi
by Paul Bowles, pp. [488]-492. ,

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow

Press, 1968.

First edition, P,aperbound, numbered and signed issue.
Stiff blue paper wrappers with flaps; lettering and
woodcut on fmnt printed in brown. Handsewn into
wrappers with dark blue thread. Watermark: Curtis Rag_Colophon: "Designed and printed in March 1968
in Los Angeles by Saul and Lillian Marks for the Black
Sparrow Press. This edition is limited to three hundred
copies; two hundred and fifty numbered c9pies handsewn
in paper wrappers and fifty numbered copies handbound
in boards all signed by the poet., This is copy No. 223."
[Miller: AlBa]
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First American edition. Bright yeltow cloth covered
boards with black A:abic script stamped across front;
rules in black stamped acmss spine; black lettering
stamped down and acmss spine; black numerals stamped
acmss back; black endpapers. Top edges stained black.
White paper pictorial dust jacket printed in black, dark
green, yellow and blue; photographs of author and
- translator on back section. Dust jacket design by Isadore
Seltzer. 4,000 copies were published 2 7 September 1972.
"First Uniteq States edition 19 72" [Miller A: 19b]

Mohc-,mmeJ Mrabet, M Hashtsh. Taped
ancl t1 '1..1 ted ·rom the Me !,h :t li>1 11y Paul Bowle'i.
San Francisco: City Lights Book~, 1969.
First edition .. Stiff white paper wrappers with photograph
of author on front cover; black lettering acmss fmnt
cover, down spine and across back cover. Book design'
by Lawrence Ferlinghetti. Photograph of authctr on fmnt
cover by Terence Spencer of Life magazine. 3,000 copies
were published 1 November 1969. [Miller: A20]
Notes by Paul Bowles.

]l

Jotatw

New York: Something Else

Press, 1969.

Mohammul Mrabet. TI-e L.!mort: A l\iove!.
T~ ms .1tc.J tram t 'e M.whrebi and editt·d ')Y Paul

Paul Rowles, Scents

in L. 1ll bor<J i• n wr; h M. h.unmed \;1 r ,lJo · New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972.

h o~-lt. 1, .!l.1! L·T< 1 1 \\o,;h Mohammed Mrabtt
London: Peter Owen, 1969.
First edition. Yellow textured paper covered boards with
lettering stamped down and across spine; device stamped
across spine in gold; endpapers. White paper pictorial
dust jacket printed in black and yellow; photographs
of author and translator on back section. 2,000 copies
were published 25 'September
19'"69. "First British
I
commonwealth edition 1969" [Miller: Al9a]
Contents: Thirty-three untitled chapters.

Mohammed •Mr1bet, Th.? Lemon. ~ran: l~td
from tht. Moghre" n.l cdite<" br PIU~ Bowles

First edition, hardcover issue. 3,034 copies were
published 1 }anuqry 1969. [Miller: B54b]
Facsimiles of holographs from the Foundation
for Contemporary Performance Arts, with text by
' 269 composers, but rearranged using "chance
operations." Contains: A reproduction ~f one page
\
of musical composition by Paul Bowles titled
"Unidentified Sketch," verso leaf 22; also contains
a text by Paul Bowles, recto, leaf 4 and recto, leaf 55.
Note on text by Bowles: This text is a transcription
of a story told to Bowles by Mohammed Mrabet and
precedes the compos.ition of Mrabet's Tjte Lemon.

A Rtturn to Pagany: The Hist?ry, Corrcspondenet, and s lt t ) i JTOm c Little M :urc ;ne,
19 29-19 32 Edited by Stephen Halpert with

Vogue. In these essays he recorded his reactions
to India, Ceylon, North Africa and other countries.
Some of the pieces were collected in this volume and
each focus on the differences between Westerners,
North African Muslims, Hindi, Buddhists, and Indian
Muslims-nonfictional accounts of the same material
he pursued in short stories and novels. ~n the introduction to the book, Bowles emphasizes his interest in
people as opposed to scenes of natural beauty and in
diversity, stating, "It is the human element which gives
[the traveler] the strongest impression of difference."
Note All photographs are by Paul Bowles ..

Paul Bowles, Their Hwds :.A rt Gr-'en ana Thetr

Hands Are Blue.

New York: Random House, 1963.

First American edition. Bluish green cloth covered boards
design stamped on front in royal blue; thick ruled

wit~

border stamped in gold across spine; gold lettering within
thin ruled border stamped across sine; ampersand and
device stamped in gold on spine; lettering and thick rules
in royal blue stamped across spine; endpapers.
Fore edges rough trimmed; top
edges stained bluish-green.
White paper dust jacket with
photograph on front cover, printed
. in blue, green, black .
and several shades of yellow
and green. 5,000 copies were
published 26 August 1963. [Miller:
A12b]
\

. and across spine; endpapers. White paper dust jacket
with design and photograph of the a_uthor by Paul Bowles
on front, printed in black, orange and brown. Cover
design by Roy Kuhlman. 3,000 copies were published
25 May 1964. [Miller: A13a]
Note; Driss ben Hamed Charhadi is the pen name
of Larbi Layachi.

Paul Bowles, Up Above the World. New York:'
First American edition. Red textured paper covered boards
with gold and black lettering and rules stamped across

First edition. Gray cloth covered boards with design
stamped in gold on front cover; li~ttering, rules and
design stamped in gold across spine; endpapers. False
headband. Top edges stain,ed gray. White paper deco~ated:_
dust jacket printed in shades of red, orange and blue;
photograph of the author by Roy Round on rear section.
Dust jacket design by Paul Bacon. 34,000 copies were
published 15 March 1966. [Miller: A 14a]

spine; endpapers. Top edges stained black. White paper
pictorial dust jacket printed in black, gray and red;
photographs of author and translator on rear flap.
Dust jacket design by Keith Cunningham. An unknown
number of copies were published 4 March 1968.
[Miller: A15b]

I

Driss ben Harned Charhadi,
A Life Full of Holes. A novd tape-recorded
in Moghrebi and translated into English
by Paul Bowles. New York: Grove Press, 1964.

Peter Owen, 1967.

First edition. Blue cloth covered boards with gold design
cover and gold fettering stamped down

First English edition. Gray textured paper covered boards
with gold lettering stamped down spine; device and

s~amped on front

Mohammed Mrabet, Love With a Few Hazrs.
TransLr d from the t;tpe in Moghn:bi lw Paul
Bowles. New York: George Braz(ller, 1968.

Simon and Schuster, 1966.

Contains: Six untitled books divided into thirty-two
untitled chapters. Bowles began
his fourth novel
in 1961.
Up Above
the World
is his
shortest
and the one
that gave
him the
greatest
problems in
terms of plot
development.
The thriller
that resulted
was such an uncharacteristic novel for Bowles that
he considered issuing it under a pseudonym.

"-Jc -tL The photographs used in the
American edition differ from those
used in the first edition; all photographs are by Paul Bowles.

lettering stamped in gold across spine; endpapers .
Whit_e paper dust jacket with photographs on front
and rear; printed in black and magenta. 2,000 copies
were published 26 January 1967. [Miller: A14c]
"First British Commonwealth edition 1967."

Paul Bowles, Up Above the World. London:

Paul Bowles, The Time of Fnendshzp
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967.
First edition. White cloth covered boards with design
stamped in red on front and spine; red lettering stamped
down and across spine; red numerals stamped acro'ss
bac'k cover; endpapers. Top edges stained blue.
An unknown number of copies were published 20 July
1967. [Miller: A16]
Contains: "The Time of Friendship," "The Hyena,"
"The Hours After Noon," and other stories.

Storit.s From the Transatlantic R.-vktv
Edited by Joseph F. McCrindle. London: Victor
Gollancz, 1970.
First edition. An unknown number of copies were
published 18 May 1970. [Miller: B63]
Contains: "The Hyena," pp. 220-222. The Time
of Friendship contains three fablelike short stories,
all of which address issues involving deception,
I
justice, and Islam. "The Hyena" is a short fable
that follows the basic patt~rns of deception laid out
in the story of the gingerbread man or, for that
matter, "Little Red Riding Hood." The result is a tale
of the age-old encounter between innocence and evil
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and ultimately suggests that religion (or, at least, its
corrupt manifestation) is a hoax.

Paul Bowles, Pt-tges From Cold Point And
Other Stones. Lo~don: Peter Owen, 1968.
First edition. Black textured paper-covered boards
with gold lettering and device stamped on spine; front
endpaper. White paper pictorial dust jacket printed in
, black and purple; photograph of author on back section. .
Dust jacket design by Keith
'
Cunningham. 2,000 copies
were published 25 Aprit
1968. [Mitter: A~ 7]
c

Contains: "Pages From
Cold Point," "The Time of
Friendship," '
"The Hyena," and other
stories. One reviewer
noted: "Violence and
counter-violence, magic,
the rule of the strong and
canny, the spell of kif
smoke, tribal solidar.ity, ritual vengeance.
Mr. Bowles's succ~ss here is that his restraint is
indeed of the' ~irmest and rarest kind. For his most
stringent loyalty as a writer is to the context of that
part of the Arab world in which he has for so long
been absorbed."

Paul Bo~ le.;;, ~cen. s Los Angeles: Black Sparrow
Press, 1968.
First edition, P,aperbound, numbered and signed issue.
Stiff blue paper wrappers with flaps; lettering and
woodcut on front printed in brown. Handsewn into
wrappers with dark blue thread. Watermark: Curtis Rag.
Colophon: "Designed and printed in March 1968
in Los Angeles by Saul and Littian Marks for the Btack
Sparrow Press. This edition is limited to three hundred
copies; two hundred and fifty numbered c9pies handsewn
in paper wrappers and fifty numbered copies handbound
in boards aU signed by the poet., This is copy No. 223."
[Mitter: AlBa]
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Contains: Scenes, nine separate poems, numbered
I-IX. The poems iR this volume were written
between 1934 and 1940 while Bowles was living
in New York with his North African memories.
The domihant picture in this collection is the sun
of the African deserts in the tradition of Delacroix,
Gide, and Wilde. There 'is no refuge from the heat
and glare. Bowles told Lawrence Stewart that the
first poem of Scenes was written as "a memory poem . .'
It was a nostalgic poem, really, about that place
and that trip." Impending doom and death pervade
Scenes as"time's paralysis," "disease," "lightning
of decay," and "the final rain."

Evrrgreen Revitu· Realer, 195 7 196 7:
<\ ~ 1 rea
•h lo: Edited by Barney Rosser.
New York: Grove Press, 1968.

First edition. An unknown number of copies were
published in 1968.
Contains:' "The Night Before Thinking," by Ahmed
Yacoubi, translated from the Moghrebi by Paul
Bowles and Mohammed Larbi Djilali, pp,. 400-405
and an untitled s'ection from A Life Futt of Holes
by Driss b~n Hafl,led Charhadi (pseud. of Larbi
Layachi}, taped and translaJe'd from the Moghrebi
by Paul Bowles, pp. [488]-492 ..

in C\)ll·•L lHti.l'1 1th Muhlmm,:cl !J .1'· New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972.

......
First American edition. Bright yettow cloth covered
boards with black A:abic script stamped across front;
rules in black stamped across spine; black lettering
stamped down and across spine; black numerals stamped
across back; black endpapers. Top edges stained black.
White paper pictorial dust jacket printed in black, dark
green, yettow and blue; photographs of author and
translator on back section. Dust jacket design by Isadore
Seltzer. 4,000 copies were published 2 7 September 1972.
"First Unite4 States edition 1972" [Miller A: 19b]

Mohammed Mrabet, M'Ha.1hish. Taped

+
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·d11• ~Y P· I
San Francisco: City Lights Book~, 1969.

Bt'wle~.

First edition.- Stiff white paper wrappers with photograph
of author on front cover; black lettering across front
cover, down spine and. across back cover. Book design
by Lawrence Ferlinghetti. Photograph of authO'r on front
cover by Terence Spencer of Life magazine. 3,000 copies
were published 1 November 1969. [Miller: A20]
Notes by Paul Bowles.

]< .1 n

•f , i'vc.latior s. New York: Something Else

Press, 1969.

Mohammed Mrabet, The Lemon: A Novt!.
Transla eel fn'P1 •he \1o.o,hn.+ mel .?d tee' by r~ ul
f ll' ·k n ' :JL•w;,ti •1 w h Mt•ham!'led Mrabet.
London: Peter Owen, 1969.
First edition. Yettow textured paper covered boards with
lettering stamped down and across spine; device stamped
across spine in gold; endpapers. White paper pictorial
dust jacket printed in black and yettow; photographs
of author and translator on back section. 2,000 copies
were published 25 September 19-69. "First British
I
commonwealth edition 1969" [Miller: A19a]
Contents: Thirty-three untitled chapters.

First edition, hardcover issue. 3,034 copies were
published 1 ]anuq.ry 1969. [Mitter: B54b]
Facsimiles of holographs from the Foundation
for Contemporary Performance Arts, with text by
'269 composers, but rearranged using "chance
operations." Contains: A reproduction ~f one page
of musical composition by Paul Bowles titled
"
"Unidentified Sketch," verso leaf 22; also contains
a text by Paul Bowles, recto, leaf 4 and recto, leaf 55.
Note on text by Bowles: This text is a transcription
of a story told to Bowles by Mohammed Mrabet and
precedes the compos.ition of Mrabet's The Lemon.

A Return to Pagany· The History, Com.spon
Moha:nmed •\1rabct,
Tht L'rn.o11 In·,
-'

;n:_,~

rom the: Moghr.?bi and edited by P·ml Bowlt:~

dt nL·t, a•1J St' r J
r·Jn ._ .mle }11
192 9-1 9 3 2 Edited by Stephen Halpert with

tnt'

.~

ornaments in orange
and black lettering
down label; brown 1
endpapers. False red
and gold headband.
Unpripted acetate
dust jacket. 200
copies numbered
-1-200 and one copy
marked "File Copy"
were published 7
January 1972.
[Miller: A21 b]

Richard Johns. Introduction by Kenneth Rexroth.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1969.

First edition, with dust jacket. 4,000 copies were
published 2 September 1969. [Mitler: B60]
Contains: "Extract," p. 183. Note: The book was
withdrawn by publisher due to copyright problems.

"

Mikt. Steen,,A Look at Tem;" sec Williams
New York: Hawthorn Books, 1969.

First edition. 4,000 copies were published 21 November
1969. [Miller: B61]
Contains: An interview with Paul Bowles
by Mike Steen, pp. 144-156.

Attacks OJ Ta<;te. Compiled and edited by Evelyn
B. Byrne and Otto M. Penzler. New York: Gotham
Book Mart, 1971.

First edition, with dust jacket. 500 copies were published
' 25 December 1972. [Miller: B69]
"This first edition is limited to 500 copies. numbered
and signed by the editors, of which 100 copies are
for presentation and not for sale." This is copy 433.
Contains: An untitled essay about childhood .
reading, pp. 6-7. Bowles remembered he was
addicted to reading during his teenage years:
"when I was sixteen I discovered transition, and
for two years would read nothing but that. (It was
possible; the first year it was a monthly, and I reread
nearly everything many times, especially Finnegan's
Wake, which was being serialized under the title .
Work in 'Progress.)
~h. k.-t Jf )pr · 11S ?o1 n ..
19761969. los Angeles: Black Sparrow ·Press1

Paul BowL , fhc
1972.

First edition, hardcover, numberet'i and signed issue.
Tan paper covered boards with orange lettering across
front cover and overprinted on illustration on front cover;
black lettering across, overprinted on iltustration; khaki
illustration within thin ruled black border on front; olive
green cloth backstrip with tan paper label on spine with

This is copy 104.
In a revie\\r of this collection of poetry, Virgil
Thomson dismissed the later poems as "shallow
pools," and suggested that Bowles had mined dry his
"poetic vein." He beli~ved that Bowles should seek a
new theme: "The preoccupations with evil that his
novels and stories are full of is rio longer fresh."

Paul B •\de~. 'A, ro< 'c "-.(•tiv," M r n '1.
R 'lA Orient, New York, I: 2 (Winter 1971): 80.

'1

Also includes "A.n Interview'with Paul Bowles,"
by Oliver Evans, pp. 3-14.

I
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Without ~toppn.,. New York: G. P.

Putnam's, 1972.
First edition. Beige clc{th
covered boards with a thick
ruled border blind stamped
· on front cover; a thin ruled
border within thick ruled
border; blind stamped on
front cover; turquoise
lettering and ornament
stamped down spine;
gold lettering
sta)1lped down
and across spine;
orange endpapers.
Cream paper dust jacket
printed in blue, ·purple, violet and

orange; photograph of author on back flap. Dust jacket
design by Muriel Nasser. 7,000 copies were published
15 March 1972. [Miller: A22a]
Contents: Eighteen untitled chapters. The book was
criticized for its flat tone, impersonality, and lack
of depth. William Burroughs thought it should have
been titled, "Without Telling." However the book
was written during a time of great duress and pain
for the author (his wife, Jane, was dying) and his own
inclination to prefer personal privacy doubtless
handicapped the effort. "Why should I write about
my feelings?" he asked. "I don't think· they should
be written about. What difference does it, make?"

Mohamed Choukri,
1r

st11

<.1

rO' Br.'t~d Ah11e

·md v tth , 1 ,,tw• ''II t;on hv ,Paul Bc.wles.

London: Peter O~en, 1973.

First edition. 2,000 copies were published 17 January
1974. "First British Commonwealth edition 1973."
[Miller: A23]
Contents: Untitled introduction, pp.5-6, by Paul
Bowles; thirteen untitled chapters and a one-page
glossary of.terms, also by Paul Bo\Vles. Translated
from the Arabic into spoken Moghrebi by the author
and into English from the Moghrebi by Paul Bowles.

C ty

Lt

1
· ·'

A.d:ol
Edited by Lawrence
Ferlinghetti. San Francisco: City Lights Books, 1974.

First edition. _8,000 copies were published 28 September
1974. [Miller: B75]
Contains: "The Convert" by Isabelle Eberhardt,
translated from the French by Paul Bowles,
pp. 17-179, and biographical note on Eberhardt,
p. 176 by Paul Bowles.
'

'

\1~)harr: m~d M tabet, The Buv Who ~et the f.rt:
ard Ott t'r Stand. T.~;,•d a. t 1 sl t.:d
r 1e Mo1 1mcbr l \1 Paul '~owl
Los Angeles: Black
Sparrow Press, 1974.

First edition, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Cream paper CO<I!ered boards with black and magenta
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lettering across front; iLlustration in black and magenta
on front; black doth backstrip with cream paper label
affix~d

to spine with black lettering down label; magenta
endpapers. Unprinted acetate dust jacket. False red and
gold headband. 250 copies were published 18 January
1974. [Mitter; A24b]
Contains s~venteen stories. Signed by Paul Bowles
and Mohammed Mrabet; this is copy •105.

Mohamed Choukn,

Jean (](;.,

1 ,

Tc.,

P-r 1! Rc vb. ln~roduction by William
Burroughs. New York: The Ecco Press, 1974.

T, :sl ·d by

First edition. YeLlow ,cloth covered boards with gold
lettering stamped down spine; cream endpapers. 3,000
copies were published 1 October 1974. [Miller: A25af
Contents: Twenty-eight secti~ns dated 18/xi/68
to 2/ii/70. Note: Translated from the Arabic
into spoken Moghrebi by the author and into
English by Paul Bowles.

Mohammed Mrabet, Hadidan Aharam. l;'ape:d
'1

• r 1n

h cd fn n the: vf<wl "''

?

J \owles.

Isabelle Eberhardt, Tht:
Tr mslated by P1ul Bowk
Lights·, 197 5.

bl ir•, e• · ·.1
San Francisco: ,City

First edition. Stiff white wrappers with photographic
illustration and lettering in gold on front cover; gold
lettering down spine; gold lettering, photographic
iLlustration on back cover. Design by Lawrence
Ferlinghetti. 3,000 copies were published 11 November
1975. [MiLler: A27]
Contains: Preface by Paul Bowles, pp. 7-17.
1' 1 : · •wk-;. Tl-tree
Hallman, 1975.

Talt

New York: Frank

Fint edition, paperbound issue. Tan paper wrapper-s
with blctck lettering and two rules printed in red across

front cover. [Miller: A2,8a]
Contents: Afternoon with Antaeus-The FqihMejdoub.

f,L; f>l·l\'. Lt.:-. Thret Talt

New York: Frank

/ Hallman, 1975.

Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1975.
I

First edition. Pamphlet. Series. Sparrow #3 7. White
paper, printed in black and red, stapled. Design
by Barbara Martin. 1,220 copies were published
20 October 1975. [Miller: A26]
Contents: Introductory note by Paul Bowles on verso
of title page-The Light-The Saint. [See Miller: B78]

St lrrr•tt, 3 7-48 Santa Barbara, Calif.: Black
Sparrow Press, 1976.
First edition signed issue. Separate issues of Sparrow
3 7-48 bound together with author's signatures on the
cover of each pamphj,et. Bound in light brown textured
doth covered boards with white paper label affixed
to front cover; endpapers. Unprinted acetate dust jacket.
60 copies were published 14 October 1976.
[MiLler: B78]
"Autographed edition limited to 50 copies."
Contains: "Hadidan Aharam," leaves 1-8.
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First edition, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Light tan doth covered boards with brown lettering and
rules stamped across front cover; endpapers. Copies are
numbered in holograph in black ink on colophon page.
[MiLler: A28b]
Conte'nts: Afternoon with Antaeus-The FqihMejdoub. This copy is number 77.

Mohammed Mrabet, Look 'and Move On.
Tare•' and tr mslat :d trom the MoghrebJ by P.ml
•O' ·J, • Santa -Barbara, Calif.: Black Sparrow
Press, 1976.
First edition, hardcover trade issue. Bound in orange
paper covered boards, printed in blue, brown and
turquoise on front cover; brown doth backstrip with
orange paper label affixed to spine, printed in brown
and turquoise lettering down label; endpapers.
Unprinted acetate dust jacket. 500 copies were
published 19 March 1976. [MiLler: A29b]
Contents: Eleven untitled chapters.

·Mohammed Mrabet, Look and Mov·' On.
Taped an l transhted trom tht Mor.;hreb1 by Paul
I ·I ' Santa Barbara, Calif.: Black Sparrow Press,
197.6.
First edition, .hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Bound in orange paper covered bqards, printed in blue, ,
brown and turquoise on front cover; blue doth backstrip
with orange paper label affixed to spine, printed in brown

and turquois~ lettering down label; blue endpapers.
Unprinted acetate dust jacket. 251 copies were published
19 March 1976, of which 250 copies were numbered
1-250 and one cop;y marked "File Copy." [Miller: A29c]
This is copy number 13 7.

Mohammed Mrabet,

Harmle~s Potsons

Blameless Sins. Tar eLf nd

or mslat· . _, •f'H
I"
MoghrebJ by Paul Howle: .. Santa Barbara, Calif.:
Black Sparrow Press, 1976.

.
First edition, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Bound in yellow paper covered boards, printed in orange,
light green and dark green on front cover; with salmon
doth backstrip and yellow paper label affixed to spine
with lettering printed down in dark and light green;
brown endpapers. Unprinted acetate dust jacket.
250 copies plus one file copy were published
23 September 1976. [Miller: A30c]
Contents: Fifteen stories. Note: At the head
of each leaf beginning a story there is a drawing
by Mohammed Mrabet; additionally there are
drawings by Mrabet on the half-title and at the
conclusion of the text. This is copy number 50.

P<:Jul B•)Wl,~s, . Next w Nothing. Kathmandu,
Nepal: Sharada Printing Press, 1976.
First edition. Machine sewn in stiff paper pictorial
wrappers printed in brown and black; machine sewing is
with white thread penetrating front cover circa 1/4 inch
from gutter edge and runs from head to tai!. All the papers use,d in this edition are handmade Nepalese papers
containing large amounts of crudely macerated fiber,
except the brown tissue leaves. 500 copies were published
sometime in 1976. [Miller: A31]

Contents: A long poem, titled "Next to Nothing."
This edition is limited to 500 copies of which !'.his is
number 256. This poem reiterates Bowles' earlier
themes of despair, despondency and blackness but
differ in that there is no better world in nature.
Whereas existentialist man, in fear of nothingness,
acts to create something out of nothing, Bowles'
speaker cannot act-he is powerless, he does not think,
he has no sensations. He is barely human: "I am the
spider in your salad, the bloodsmear on your bread.
I am the rusted scalpel, the thor~ beneath your nail.
... I am the wrong direction, the dead nerve-end, the
unfinished scream."

William Saro'' m Son.1 Cc 'T' an 1 Gc MothL
F ,,

1

F ever New York: McGraw-Hill Book

Company, 1976.

First trade edition. An unknown number of copies were
published 14 May 1976. [Milter: B80b{
Contains: "The Alphabet Opera by Paul Bowles and
William
Saroyan," by William Saroyan in which Paul
1
Bowles is quoted both from conversation and
correspondence, pp. 169-171.

Mohammed Mrabet, Tht Bii!: Mirror. raped
md t 1.nslat· d from the Moghrebi by P1 .1l Rowle'i.
Santa Barbara, Calif.: Back Sparrow Press, 1977.
First edition, hardcover trade issue. Bound in tight blu·e
paper covered boards, printed in purple, red and black on

front cover; with black doth backstrip and tight blue
paper label affixed to spine lettered down in black and
red; purple endpapers. 500 copies were published 26
Aprit 1977. [Milter: A32b]
Contents: Fourteen untitled chapters.

Mohammed Mrabet, The B1g Mirror. Taped
,. and translated from the Moghrebi by Paul Rowles.
' Santa Barbara, Calif.: Back Sparrow Press, 1977.
First edition, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Bound in light blue paper covered boa,rds, printed in
purple, red and black on front cover; with red doth

backstrip and tight blue paper label affixed to spine
lettered down in black and red; purple endpapers.

Unprinted acetate dust jacket. iOO copies and one fite
copy were published 26 Aprit ·1977. [Mitler: A32c]
This is copy number 34.

Paul Be wk<> Th n. s c·
Sttll ler" Santa Barbara,

1

1

5 July 1977: 26 copies lettered A-Z and 5 copies mafked
as follows: "Author's Copy," "Publisher's Copy,"
"Printer's Copy," "Binder's Copy," and "File Copy."
This copy is lettered "G."

Thi

Calif.: Black Sparrow

Press, 1977.
First edition, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Light blue paper covered boards printed in purple, green,

blue and red; purple cloth backstrip with tight purple
label affixed with
lettering down label
printed in purple and red;
green endpapers.
Unprinted acetate dust
jacket. 248 copies,
numbered 1-248 were
published 5 July 1977.
[Milter: A33c]
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Foreword by Gavin Lambert. Note by Tennessee
Williams. S11nta Barbara, Calif.: Cadmus Editions, '

1979.
First edition, paperbound, numbered and signed issue.
Bound in white paper wrapper with deckled lower edge
and with illustration printed on pale blue paper tipped
onto frC?nt cover; white free endpapers bound around
gathered sheets. Unprinted acetate dust jacket.
200 numbered copies were issued 1 June 1979.
[Miller: A34b]
This copy is number 23.

P8ul Bowles Coll.:cted Storie·· 19391976.
Contents: Nine stories.
This copy is number 18.
Of the stories consti~ut
ing this collection, none
have the arresting
power and originality that t.p.any of his earlier stories
have. The volume is of interest, however, because
of stylistic developments (affected by Bowles'
translation work) and because it raises questions
about the shifting relations between author and
material. What happens when the writer who had
always utilized travel as inspiration for his writing
become.s olde~ and his life becomes more settled?
Things Gone and Things Stilt Here, and subsequent
volumes, relies more on memory.

Paul Ro·de , Thmr.s Gon-' and Tf 1 , s
Still Here. Santa Barbara, Calif.: Black Sparrow
Press, 1977.
First edition, hardcover; lettered and signed issue.
Same as A33c, except bound with white doth with
purple florqll pr£nt backstrip and purple endpapers.
Unprinted acetate dust jac~et. 31 copies publis.hed

I).ltroduction by Gore Vidal. Santa Barbara, Calif.:
Black Sparrow Press, 1979.
First edition·, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Sixty special copies have been handbound in boards

and are signed by Gore Vidal and Paul Bowles, number
44/60. [Milter: 1)35c]
In the introduction to this collection, Gore Vidal
observed upon rereading the stories, "I was relieved
to find that Bowles' art is still as disturbing as ever .
.. As Webster saw
the skull beqeath the
skin, so Bowles has
glimpsed what lies
back of our sheltering sky ...
an endless flux
of stars so like those
atoms which make us
up that in our
apprehension of this
terrible infinity, we
experience not only
horror but likeness."
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Five Eyes. 'Storie~ by Abdesbn Boulaich, Mol1az'1cd
Choukn, Larh Layachi, Mohammct.1 Bra •et, Ahz'1cd
1
1 )1 f. I :L
'1Ll trv 1tt ll·~ r ul b.
;,
Santa Barbara, Calif.: Black Sparrow Press, 1979.

Many of these later stories depict a more settled
mode of life and experience with Bowles seemingly
adopting a more wry, ironic wit that sometimes
accompanies the resignation to one's fate in old age.

First edition, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
2 00 copies ptus one fite copy 'were pubtished 19 October
1979; signed by the authors (excepting Boutaich
and Yacoubi, who did not sign). [Mater: A36c]

Th Besr Am.'r ·c.r S'lort Stc re 1979,
Selected from U.S. and Canadian magazines
by Joyce Carol Oates with Shannon Ravenel. With
an introduction by Joyce Carol Oates. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1979.

Contains: "Notes on the Work ofthe Translator,"
by Paul Bowles. This is copy number 154.

First edition. 12,000 copies were pubtished

Mohammed Mrabet, The Bwch Ca[{ und
The Vozce T1.1•ed md transbtcd frun th Mo;,;h1 :l
by Paul. Bowles Santa Barbara, Calif.: Black Sparrow
Press, 1980.
First edition, hardcover trade issue. 500 copies

were pubtished 3 March 1980. [Mater: A3 7b]
'contents: The Beach Cafe-The Voice.

23 Oq:ober 1979. [Mater: B83]
Contains: "The Eye," pp. 214-221. Calling the story
"laconic, chilly, passionless," Joyce Carol Oates has
noted that it "reads as if it had no narrator at all,
and aspires to a condition of sheer narrative bereft
of character-a tale told by no one in particular
(its 'hero,' never directly glimpsed, is dead before
the story opens), which nevertheless possesses
an uncanny suspenseful power."

P· ul Bowles. Mzd'lz>:;ht \1 ss. Santa Barbara,
Calif.: Black Sparrow Press, 1981.

Co'ljunctrons: 1; Bz-Annual Volun..s OJ·].r "
Wri m.t; I 1.a u;t d Ooublt. Iss ct' A festschrift

First edition, hardcover, numbered and signed issue.
Bound in tan paper ,covered boards with decorative design
and lettering-printed in gray, turquoise, red and purpte;
turquoise and red t~ttering
down spine on a tan
1 paper tabd affixed
to a medium green
backstrip; gray
endpapers. Btank teaf
with author's holograph
signature tipped in
between second and third
teaves. Unprinted acetate
dust jacket. 350 copies were
pubtished 12 June 1981.
[Mater: A38c]

in honor of James Laughlin, publisher of New
Directions. Edited by Bradford Morrow. New York:
Conjunctions, 1981.

~ontains: Twelve stories, including "The Eye." This
copy is number 30. The stories brought together here
and in Unwelcome Words (1988) have not yet enjoyed
the popularity that those in CoHected Stories have.
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Paul Bowles,
Nat to Nothz'lg
Colb.ttd 1h.m

1926 1977 Santa
Barbara, Calif.: Black
Sparrow Press, 1981.

NEXT.TO
NOTHING
COLLECTED POEMS

1926-1977
First edition, hard,
numbered and signed
issue. Author's
signature tipped in
between second and
ll,H
':.1;\:
subsequent teaf. Very
pate time green paper
covered boards with
decoration and printing
same as A3 9a, with wine tight btue doth backstrip and
very pate time green paper tabet affixed to spine printed
in purpte and red; yeUow endpapers. Unprinted acetate
dust jacket. 300 copies were pubtished 12 June 1981.
[Milter: A39c]
Contents: Includes, "Entity." This copy is number
180.

•

~

~~

~·~}.~

Transition Workshop Edite-d by Eugene Jolas. New
York: The Vanguard Press, 1949.
First edition. 3,500 copies were pubtished November

First edition, hardcover issue. 307 copies .were pubtished

29 December 1981. [MiUer: B86b]
Contains: "Earth," a play ,by Mohamme~ Mrabet.
Translated from the Moghrebi by Paul Bowles,
pp. 120-138.

Paul Bowlef;, Next to Nothing: Collected
Poems, 1926-1977. Santa Barbara, Calif.) Black
Sparrow Press, 1981.

First edition, paperbound issue. Stiff very pate time
catored wrappers with decorative Arabic design and
lettering printed in purpte, yeUow, teat btue, and red;
purpte dnd red lettering down spine; yeUow endpapers.
3,054 copies were pubtished 12 June 1981.
[Mater: A3 9a]
Contains: Forty-six poems.

1949. [Milter: B11]
Contains: "Entity," pp. 285-286.

.P.ml Bowles, In th Red Room.

Los Angeles:

Sylvester and Orphanos, 1981.
First edition, numbered and signed issue: Bound in brick
red doth covered boards with gotd decorative design
stamped on front cover and with btack lettering stamped
across front; btack morocco tabet with ornaments and
lettering stamped in gotd down spine; taid endsheets.
Issued without dust jacket. 300 cQpies were pubtished 19
Aprit 1982. [Mater: A40a]

Contents: In the Red Room. All copies signed by
the author. This is copy number 99. John Updike
wrote about this mystery tale set in Sii Lanka: "Paul

'I

Bowles describes, with an eerie indirection and
softness of tone, a blood-soaked private shrine."

Paul Bowles, Points in Time London: Peter
Owen, 1982First edition. Bound in brown simulated buckram paper

covered boards with silver Lettering stamped down and
across spine; publisher's device stamped across foot of
spine in silver; pictorial endsheets d~picting early map
of Morocco. Glossy white paper pictorial dust jacket
printed im black and mustard. Design by Keith
Cunningham. 1,250 copies were published
5 August 1982. [Miller: A41a]

endpapers. White paper dust
jacket with photographic
illustration printed in black
and maroon. Jacket design by
Cathy Saska. 5,000 copies were
published 9 April 1984.
[MiLLer: A41 b)

and others. "In honor of Wyndham Lewi~." Contains: "Open Letters toLe Journal de Tanger," by
Paul Bowles ~nd Edouard Roditi, pp. 322-330. This
is copy 157.

Paul Bowles, Points in'
Timt.. New York: The Ecco

As the basis for this story, Bowles dipped back in his
memory and pulled up a scene from the past shared
by an aunt he visited during a trip to New England
in 1933.

press, 1984.

Paperbound, reprint edition. Cover design and iLLustra·
tion by Michaela Sullivan.

Paul Bowl.'s "M"Jssachusctt 1932,"
Conjunctwm New York, 5 (Spring 1984 ): 122-126.

Paul Bowlts, Selected Songs. Santa Fe: Soundings
Press, 1984.

Divided. into eleven sections, or moveme~ts, the
book presents a series of legends, snatches of popular
song, incidents from history, writings from ancient
explorers, and all woven together with invented
stories and interludes of pure description. Through
these changing forms, each with its own angle
of vision, Bowles uea~es an impression of the actions
of man and nature upon the land that is now
Morocco.

Rod. rigo Re'l Rosa, The Pcch 0. tbles Back.
Translated from the Spanish by Paul Bowles.
Illustrated by David Craven. New York: Red Ozier
Press, 1982.

First edition. Gray paper covered thin binder's boards
with smaLL iLLustration and Lettering across front in black;
black cloth backstrip. A single sheet of the text paper is
glued to' the inside of the boards. Signature sewn
into ·boards. Holograph signatures of author,
translator, and iLLustrator. 185 copies were
published 1 November 1982. [MiLLer: A42].
This is copy number 126.
BOWLES

PAUL

POINTS IN

TIME

PONJSN11ME

Mohammed Mrabet, The Chf'st.
Translated by Paul Bowles. Bolinas, Calif.:
Tombouctou, 1983.

First edition, hardcover signed issue. "Of this
first edition, one hundred case bound ·copies have
been signed by the author and tra~slators." '
[MiLLer: A43b]

The Ecco Press, 1984.

Blast 3. Edited b~ Seamus Cooney.
Co-Edited by Bradford Morrow, Bernard Lafourcade
and Hugh Kenner. Santa Barbara, Calif.: Black
Sparrow Press, 1984.

First American edition. One quarter maroon doth with
tan paper covered boards blind stamped on f;ont cover
and stamped down and ac:oss on spine in .gold; iLLustrated

First edition, numbered hardcover issue. 400 copies
I
'
were published 21 September 1984. [Miller: B93b]
Includes contributions by Ezra Pound, Mina Loy,

Paul Bowles, Points in Time. New York:

First edition. Stiff terra cotta wrappers with brick red
· geometric design• printed on front and back and with
black lettering ~cross fiont,
and black Lettering printed
down on printed brick red
spine; blue endpapers.
Cover and book design
by Michael Motley.
1,200 copies were
published 20 April
1984. [Miller: A44]
Conrains: Preface
by VirgilThomson- .
Paul Bowles by Peggy
Glanville-Hicks-Part I: Previously Published
Songs-Part II: Previously Unpublished Songs.
Thomson believed, "Paul Bowles's songs are
enchanting for their sweetness of mood, their
lightness of texture, for in general their way
of being wholly alive and right."

Aaron Copland and Vivian Perlis, Copland:
1900 Through 1942. New York: St. Martin's, 1984.
First edition. 25,000 copies were published 28 September
1984.
Contains: An untitled short essay{ pp. 188-190 and
includes a photograph of Aaron Copland and Paul
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Bowles on p. 189; there is an excerpt from a letter
written by Paul Bowles on p. 191. There is also a
group photograph taken at Yaddo including Paul
Bowles on p. 201.

VI: 1 (Spring 1986): 157-167.

Roderigo Rey Rosa, The Bc:riar's Knife.
T a sl tted t rL '11 tht Spamsh hv f'qul 11owl< ~
San Francisco: City Lights Books, 1985.
First edition, hardbound issue. 300 copies bound in cloth

covered boards published 1985.

[Mill~r:

A45]

She Woke M. Up So 1 Krl.lcd f · r. T ,, 1 L.

)J

s

h' ),Jtl Bowl ·s San Francisco: Cadmus Editions,
1985.
First edition, lettered and signed issue. Cover photograph
by Lola Alvarez Bravo. "This first edition consists
of ·100 numbered and 26 'lettered copies signed by the
translator and handbouniin boards. Design by Jeffrey
Miller [lettered copy] M [signed] Paul Bowles."

Mohammed .Mrabet Marria;.;e With Papm.
1 r .n hted by I
Bm les Boli,nas, Calif.:
Tomb_o uctou Books, 1986.
First edition, hardbound signed issue. "Of this first
edition, one hundred casebound copies have been signed

by the author and

"Unwelcome Words" is a series of six ul'ldated letters
written by the fictionalized "Paul Bowles" t~ another
older man he has known in the past who is now
confined to a wheelchair, having suffered a stroke.
"You ask for news about me: my daily life, what
I think about, my opinions on external events,"
Bowles writes, and goes on to describe
a postcolonial condition where
resentment and greed
thrive, where foreigners
are often preyed upon.

'Paul Bowie~,
Call at Corazon.
anl .O. her wries
London: Peter
Owen, 1988.
First edition. "This
collection first published
in Great Britain 1988."
Dust jacket design

by Keith Cunningham.
'Contains: Seventeen previously published
stories, 194 5-1985.

Paul bowles, A Distant Episode: The 5tlected
Stories New York: The Ecco Press, 1988.

transl~tor."

it an argument and a voice. The end product is
man-made. Most of the tales in the collection adhere
to this formula."

Paul Bowle-;, A hou md Da·
·r Jkh
and Other Stunts London: Peter Owen, 1989.
First edition. Jacket desi);ned by Keith Cunningham.
"Thi~ collection first published in Great Britain 1989."

Contains: Fourteen stortes published previously,
1944-1985. Two recurring themes in these stories
~re alienation and the irreducibility of cultural
differ.ences. These elements are framed within
a wider setting-Mexico, South America, Morocco
or the United States-whose distinctive atmosphere
is evoked with a merciless intensity of vision.

Ciry 1

~hts

1\,,, icw: Number 3 . San Francisco:

City Lights Books, 1989.
First edition. Includes "Dust _on Her Tongue,"
by Roderigo Rey Rosd, pp. 151-154. Translated
from the Spanish by Paul Bowles.

Paul Bowie~.
Two Y- --- P ·side
the Str 1r1 r mgier

Journal, 198 7
1989 London:
Peter Owen, 1990.

Paul Bowles, Llnwelcomt Words: Seven Stories.
First edition. Designed by Kingsley Parker.

Bolinas, Calif.: Tombouctou Books, 1988.

First edition. Includes "Unwelcome Words." Until the
publication of A Distant Episode:, The Selecte~
Stories of Paul Bowles, none of the stories in this
volume hact been widely known because of their limited
circulation. Many of them bear likenesses to those
in Midnight Mass: theydisplay with knifelike precision
the eccentricities and perversions of local characters,
stories gleaned from Bowles' long-term r~sidence in
Tangier and transformed through the art of storytelling.

Paul Bowles, "Unwelcor'1t. Word " R,

lEU.'

of l'ontemtorur)' Ftctwn Elmwood Park, Illinois,
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Contains: Twenty-four stories selected by the author.
The stories in this volume cover approximately forty
years. According to
Bowles, "cr~ativity is an
eruption of the unconscious. Exposed to the
light of reason, this
subterranean material
ordinarily discovers the
uses to which it will be
put, and the form it will
assume. The author, aware
of what he is doing, gives

First edition. Jacket
design by Keith

Cunningham.
Includes previously
unpublished photographs. "This
hardback edition is
limited to 500 copies
only, of which 75 have been signed by the author."
Signed by the author on the tiile page.

. In Tr~nsitwn: A Paris Anthology; Wnting and
A. t tnm Tra'lsi; wn Magazine, 1 7-.30.

n

With an introduction by Noel Riley Fitch. London:
Seeker and Warburg, 1990.

First English edition. Includes "Entity," pp. 46-4 7 and
"Delicate Song," p. 4 7 by Paul Bowles.

In Transttion: A Paris Anthology; Writing
and A q· •m T n~ r )'1 Maga,., nt., 1927-30.
With an introduction by Noel Riley Fitch.
New York: Doubleday, 1990.
"First Anchor Books edition." Includes "Entity,"
pp. 46-4 7 and "Delicate Song," p. 4 7 by Paul Bowles.

Paul Bowles, Black Star at tht. Pomt
off· r·kr ss [sound recording]: Music,
Stories, Recordings. Brussels, Belgium:
Psalmodia Sub Rosa, 1990.
1 sound disc: digital; 4 3/4 inch. "Paul Bowles,
writer, musician, musicologist and wanderer is
present here in the full diversity of his work.
We hear his voice [narrations and poems], his
recordings of ritual Moroccan music, and what he
himself considers one of his most accomplished
works, the six Preludes for piano."

]il tla- G11( t.ta Mo"ocun Tranc. M < tc. [sound
recording] Brussels, Belgium: Sub Rosa, 1990.
1 sound disc: digital; 4 3/4 inch. "Jilala and Gnaoua
produce some of Maghreb's purest and richest sacred
music. These recent digital recordings from Tangier
and Marrakesh are accompanied by two recordings of
the American writer Paul Bowles."

Vtew: Parade of the Avant-Gard an -\ 1 ~ ology
of Vtew Magazine ( 1940-194 7) Edited
by Charles Henri Ford. rc•r
•I ll: r' 11
) les.
New York: Thunder's Mouth Press, 1991.
First edition, first printing. Dust jacket; cover design
and illustration by Tilman Reitzle.
Contains: Foreword by Paul Bowles, pp. ix-x;
"The Point of View," pp. 146-14 7; and
"The Scorpion," pp. 18~-185. Bowles observed,
"It was not until Charles Henri Ford's View came
along that America had its own avant-garde literary
and art magazine."

Vre<Ut. Parade of the Awnt-Gurd an Anth.olc;;y
of View Man:azrr (1940 194 7) Edited by
Charles Henri Ford. h •r· ...,,
1: P ul P >\• ],
New York: Thunder's Mouth Press, 1991.
Uncorrected proof copy.
Contains: Foreword by Paul Bowles, pp. ix-x;
"The Point ofView," pp. 146-147;-.and
"The Scorpion," pp. 183-185.

Paul Bowleti, Dnys·
< t• r
Journal· 198 7 1989 New York:
The Ecco Press, 1991.
First edition. Dust jacket design

by Michaela Su-llivan; jacket
photograph by Suomi La Valle.

William Betsch. Th
Hakima. A Tragedy m Fez
W rb m .n .t I .~. uc
faul bo•Nlr'~ New York:
Aperture Foundation, 1991.
First edition, with dust jacket.
Contains: Introduction by Paul Bowels, pp. 8-9.
In his introduction, Bowles provides a sense of the
decay of Fez, its mystery and historical reputation.
Although a long-time resident of Tangier, Bowles
has long admired Fez.

With dust jacket. This copy signed by the author
and translator; numbered 17.

Mohammed Mrabet, Chocolate Creams
an i Do liars. T ·1; l1tt 1 •rt r me · 1pe ' ' 1. :1 ' h .
by-Puul Bowles. Illustrated by Philip Taaffe. New
York: Inanout Press, 1992.

First edition. Dust jacket; illustrations on endpapers.

Paul Bowles, Too
From Home: The
Selt.cted Writings
oj Paul Fowles

rar

Introduced by Joyce
Carol Oates. Edited
and with a preface
by Daniel Halpern.
l{opewell, N.J.:
The Ecco Press, 1993.
First edition. Dust jacket \
designed by Lorraine
Louie.
Contains: novels, a novella, stories, historical tales,
poems, travel essays, a portion from the autobiography, journals, letters, and an interview; bibliography.

•

Ccn".·rs,

LOns x•i•h D ul P .,t).·,, _ Edited
by Gena Dagel Caponi. Jackson: Uriversity Press
of Mississippi, 1993.
·

Rodt"ngu Rc>y Ro:sa, The Pdcari ProJ.;ct
n'lJrnl· .1•h c;L,~ t..hbyPaJIHowes.
London: Peter Owen, 1991.
First edition, with dust jacket.

Contains: A note by Paul Bowles, introduces this .
"cynical account of corruption in present-day
Central America."

Roderigo Rey Rosa, Th< F lean
I d
1. 1 Bowl•
Editions, 1997.

P~01- ~r. ·

Tiburon, Calif.: Cadmus

First American edition, numbered, signed issue.

First edition. Dust jacket.
Contains: Interviews with
Paul Bowles dating from
1952; including three
interviews never before
published, several that
appeared originally in
obscure journals, plus
interviews conducted
by Jay Mcinerny for
Vanity Fair, Jeffrey
Bailey for the Paris
Review, and Michael
Rogers for Rolling Stone.
I

CollJ·c·n; .
· ~ttolls llit[]
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p,ml Bowles Morocco. Text by Paul Bowl, ~
Photographs by Barry Brukoff. New York: H.N.
Abrams, 1993.
First edition, with dust jacket.

Paul Bowlt.'i, In Touch. The Letters at Paul
Bowles. I::dited by Jeffrey Miller. New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, 1994.
First trade
edition. Bound
in black paper

covered boards
with a black
doth she!fback;
lettering' on spine
stamped in

copper; ~A~ith. dust
jacket, jacket
photograph by
Cherie Nutting.
Contains: Early
Letters; the
19 30s-1980s;
Later Letters;
Biographical
Glossa.ry; Notes; Index.

First edition. Signed on title page by editor.
Contains: Three letters by Paul Bowles, pp. 224-226;
nine letters from Tall\gier, by Mohammed Mrabet,
taped and translated from the Moghrebi by Paul
Bowles, pp. 125-143.

Paul Bowles Photographs: Hou Could I Send
a Ptcture Into the Desert? Edited by Simon·

J _,crupulou~

honesty m retortm,<r. A'1y

First edition. Dust jacket.
Contains: Photographs by Paul Bowles and
of Paul Bowles.

Paul BoUJlcs, T>ear Paul, Dear Ned:
The Correspondence of Paul Pou,les anl l' 'eel
" Rorem. Introduction by Gavin L-ambert. North
Pomfret, Vt.: Elysium Press, 1997.

First edition. Bound in blue linen backed boards;
paper labels on front cover and spine.
"This edition of Dear Paul, Dear Ned limited to three
hundred numbered copies and twenty-six lettered
copies which are signed by the authors. This edition
was set in Bembo and printed by hand on Somerset
paper. You hold in your hands, Copy 60."

0 My Land, My Friends: The Selected Letten
'J[ Har• Crane. Edited by J.-angdon Hammer

Bowles. Edited by Jeffrey Miller. New York: Farrar1
Straus and Giroux, 1994.

and Brom Weber. hm':word fy P ,d bowie'
New York: Four Walls Eight Windows, 1997.

First edition, numbered, signed issue. "This edition
of In Touch signed by the aufhor,' is limited to two
hundred fift:~ numbered copies and twenty-six lettered 1
copies of which this is copy number 118."
Contains: Early Letters; the 1930s-1980s; Later
Letters; Biographical Gl~ssary; Notes; Index.

First edition, with dust jacket. Jacket design by David
Cohen.
Contains: Foreword by Paul Bowles, pp. vii-viii.
Bowles asked in the foreword, "Was he [Crane] aware
of the incredible deviousness of his language?
He must have been, since he did not hesitate to use
it here and there throughout his oeuvre. My feeling
is that he worked with words much as the Romans
created their mosaics, choosing, chipping, and
shaping to make the size and form of each tile
precisely what was needed for the space it was to ·fill."

~8

ta

.:onscrous distortt0'1 ts. equiva 1ent t& ch~ating
at solrtairc. the purpose of the game rs tJUl!tfied.
(Paul Bowles)
'

Bischoff in collaboration with the Swiss Foundation
for Photography. Zurich: Scalo Publishers, 1 Q94.

Paul Bowles, In Touch: The Letters of Paul

StrQker A thalogy, 1974-1994 Edited and
with an introduction by Irving Stettner. Pr~face
by Tommy Trantino. Shavertown, Penn.: Stroker
Press, 1994.

To a•d tht read r's tmagn;wtion m t's wsk:
of setzfng the emnce of hou· things w~'T<-- but
no longer are, and of how they are P.ciw,
tt ts rmportant that a chroniclL-ir adhere
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JANE AUER BOW~ES
AND WORKS

Jane Auer Bowles
Born~ February 22, 191 7 in New York City
Died: May 4, 1973 in Malaga, Spain

Jane Auer Bowles was born in New York City in 1917. Although known to many as the wife
of writer and composer, Paul Bowles, she was clearly an independent force and talent unto
herself. Her· small body of highly individualistic writings earned her a reputation as an
underground writer ahead of her time in matters of theme and style. Jane Auer was the
daughter of Claire and Sidney Auer, a well-established and well-to-do Jewish family. She ~as
raised in the United States and educated in Switzerland by French governesses. She suffered
an attack of tuberculosis of the knee, 1932-1934, and was requirocl to undergo an operation
that severely limited the mobility of her knee, giving her a life-long limv. In 1938, she .met
and married Paul Bowles and lived with him, off and on, in a marriage characterized as other
than traditional due to her lesbianism an<;l his "anti-heterosexuality." Like her husband,
Jane Bowles traveled extensively and lived for a time in Tangier, Morocco, where she studied
Arabic and interacted extensively with Arab women (see, her article, "East Side: North
Africa," in Mademoiselle, 1951 ). At the age of forty, Jane Bowles suffered a stroke that
severely re9uced her ability to read and write: From 196 7 she was often in and out of
hospitals, including a psychiatric hospital in Malaga, Spain, where she died in 1973.
Although Paul Bowles (known as a composer in the 1930s) became a celebrated writer, Jane
Bowles' own work inspired her husband to write his first novel, The Sheltering Sky. However,
she found writing debilitatingly painful but pushed herself to the limits of her various fears.
·Her first novel (unpublished and lost) was written in French and titled Le Phaeton hypocrite,
c.1935. Bowles' only published novel, Two Serious Ladies, appeared in 1943. Bowles also
wrote short stories, the most highly regarded being "Camp Cataract" (1949) and ''A ~tick
of Green Candy" (1957). He~ play, In the Summer House, was staged at Ann Arbor, Michigan
and New York City in 1953. A short puppet play, A Quarrelling Pair, about two ~iddle-aged
sisters, was published in 1966. Also in I 966, her works were collected and published, with
an introduction by Truman Capote. This book was expanded as My Sister's Hand in Mine
(1978). Fragments appear as Feminine Wiles (1976); stories as Plain Pleasures (1985); and
selected letters were published in 1985. A biography by Millicent Dillon appeared in 1981.

Although her w9rk was limited in terms of quantity,
it was highly praised by contemporaries and others
since her death. And, although her milieu is .
bisexual and nihilistic, her portrayal of is?lat\on and
indecision connect with a wide range of readers. She
was described as "one of the best writers around,"
one who wanted "to raise fiction to the condition
of poetry." One writer declared, "When her work
first appeared, it was the closest thing around in the
impoverished postwar period tQ fiction with the
consciousness of language, fantasy, and form that
makes real art." Other writers, such as Truman
Capote and James Purdy, also praised her work,
with PUrdy calling her "the eagle-woman
of American letters." John Ashbery called her
a "writer's writer," and believed, "Few surface
literary reputations are as glamorous as the underground one she has enjoyed since her novel
Two Serious Ladies was published in 1943." She is
recognized as one of the finest modern writers
of fiction in any language. Her works, in which
women are always primary, are quite unique.
The critic, Patricia McManus, wrote, "Her characters
drift into one another's orbits, their lives fugitively overlapping but rarely joined in even an illusory
permanence; singleness and separation fr~m the
mainstrea~ 6f existence seem, ultimately,
to be their natural condition."

Millicent
Dillun, A
L!ttlt· Orz,,mLll
~m. The Life
urd Work uf ·

J.m. Bo<W.cs
New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and
Winston, 1981,
First edition, with
dust jacket.
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MilliCent Dillon, A t
r
t ~,,
'he Lift_
., .( \X!o -k e11 c. , P wLes New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1982.

First edition, with dust jacket.
Contains: "A Day in the Open," by Jane Bowles,
pp. 52-63.

First Owlbook Edition.

Jane Bo\\ lt:s,

First American printing, with dust jacket. Bound in tan
cloth; stamped in -red and lavender. Maroon endpapers;
top edges stained lavender.
Contains: Two Serious Ladies-In the Summer HousePlain Pleasures.
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A Ta"'c..r lt
,[q_,
t Tl. A.r
·i lane
& 'Les Edited by Jennie Skerl. Carbondale
and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1997.
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jacket.
Oliver Smith and the
Playwrights' CoffiiJany
presented this play
at the Playhouse
Theatre in New York on
December 29, 1953. Jose Quintero

New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, 1943.
Firs-t edition, with dust
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Owen, 1966.
It

Acco;ding to
Williams, "Her work,

her life: deep truth,
observed without
pretension, with
humor and humanity.
As artist and person,
an angel."

)O'

I

Plain Pleasur::s. London: Peter

First edition, with dust jacket.
Contains: "Plain Pleasures," "Everything is Nice,"
"A Guatemalan Idyll," "Camp Cataract," "A Day
in the Open," "A Quarrelling Pair," "A Stick
of Green Candy."

Contents: Stories
and Sketches: "Andrew," "Emmy Moore's Journal,"
"Going to Massachusetts," and '"Curls and a Quiet
Country Face;" Play: "At the Jumping Bean;"
A Selection of Photographs; Six Letters.

The !Ye.ter Owen Anthology 1·ort"' Years
J{ 1'l1cp, d r 1. Pt ~li~hirt

Selected and
with an introduction by Peter Owen. Foreword
by D. J. Enright. London: Peter Owen, 1991.
First -edition, with dust jacket.

1 u o Senous L1ch

~ London:

Peter Owen, 1965.
First English edition, with dust jacket. Jacket designed
by Donald Smith.
'"First British Commonwealth edition 1965."

Cross Section 1945· A CCll c on O/ I'v<Amencan Wnt!ng. Edited by Edwin Seaver.
Ne\\( York: Book Find Club, 1945.
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First edition, '
hardcover trade issue.

directed it.

jacket. Bowles
deliberately
constructed her
novel without
a plot. Its title
characters-one
sinful and
victimized, the
other virtuous
and domineering-meet only
twice; their
lives are
presented
alternately,
in a witty style.
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Til z'l·
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Introduction
by Tennessee Williams. Santa Barbara, Calif.:
Black Sparrow
Press, 1976.

First edition, with dust

First edition. Includes articles by various scholars
on Bowles' works, bibliographical references, and index.

Jan B ~vlt

J

York: Random House,
1954.

Contains: "Pages From Cold Point,"
by Paul Bowles, pp. 27-51;
"Plain Pleasures," by Jane Bowles,
pp. 123-136.

Jane Bo,;vles, The Collected
'_\ . 1.
of J 1' c f;r·t. ,[;,
With 'an introduction by Truman
Capote. New York: Farrar, Straus
and Giroux; 1966.

The 1\ hc:an Pn
•

~
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1III Best of •.h. Sm1ll

Edited by Bill Henderson. New York:
Avon, 1979.
<

"First Avon Printing, March 1979."
Contai~s: "The Iro~ Table,"
by Jane Bowles, pp. 512-514.

Ja!fe Bowles, Out in th~ WorlJ: Scb.:wi
Letters of lane Bowl.:s, 193 5-1970. Edited

by Millicent Dillon. Santa Barbara, Calif.: Black
Sparrow Press, 1985.

'
First. edition, numbered signed issue. "This edition
is published in paper wrappers; there are 500 hardcover
trade copies;' ZOO hardcover copies have been numbered
and signed by the editor . .. 156."

•
Cop.tains Introduction-Out in the World:
The $elected Letters of Jane Bowles-IllustrationsAppendices (Chronology of the Life of Jane Bowles)lndex of Persons Named in thr Letters .
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. SELECTED LETTERS OF

JANE BOWLES

I

1935-1970

EDITEO BY MILUCENT DILLON
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